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IntroduCtIon

active hexose correlated compound: the name may not be engaging or always easy to 
remember, but ahcc—as it is commonly known—is proving to be an exciting, in-
novative, effective—and memorable--nutritional supplement  more precisely, ahcc 
is not just a supplement; it is a functional food, and one that is, at its core, derived from 
healing mushrooms  although mushrooms have long been recognized and honored 
by various cultures for their medicinal properties and there are numerous mushroom 
products on the market, ahcc is different from all the rest 

if you are thinking, “yes, i’ve heard that line before” or “Just what we need, another 
supplement that claims to cure everything,” we would have to agree with both of those 
sentiments  ahcc is different, but does it cure everything? no  can taking it greatly 
enhance your health or the health of someone you care about? most definitely  

This book shares what experts know 
about ahcc and individuals have ex-
perienced when using this functional 
food  Basically, scientists have discov-
ered that this potent, versatile gift from 
nature has impressive immune system 
enhancing abilities along with anti-in-
flammatory properties and other heal-
ing features  These characteristics are 
the core of what makes ahcc such an 
important product  we discuss these 
characteristics in more depth later 
in the book, but for now let’s just say 
that strengthening and maintaining a 
strong immune system is instrumen-
tal not only for fighting infections like 
colds and flu, but also for protecting 
the body against and treating many se-
rious and chronic diseases such as ar-
thritis, heart disease, autoimmune dis-
eases, and cancer because at their core, 
they may share one thing: they may be 
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controlled by, or otherwise intimately associated with, the immune system  reducing 
inflammation is crucial because, although inflammation is the body’s natural response 
to attack, it also is a key element in these same disorders, and more  Basically, where 
there’s inflammation, there’s a problem 

Therefore, having an effective, safe functional food supplement that can be called upon 
to help prevent, treat, or manage these and other health challenges is, to say the least, 
highly desirable 

although ahcc has been studied extensively in both animals and humans for more 
than 20 years, scientists continue to learn more about it every day, with each new study 
presenting more insight and knowledge  it is not enough to say “we have done xx 
number of studies and ahcc it is a supplement you should take ” we are on a journey 
of discovery, and what has been uncovered thus far has been promising and, in many 
cases, life-changing in small ways as well as big ones  you are invited to join us on this 
path of opportunity so you can discover how ahcc could make a positive difference 
in your life 
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CHAPter 1
AHCC: A Most reMArkAble MusHrooM

warning: if you were to look up ahcc in a book on mushrooms or fungi, you would 
not find it  ahcc is not a genus or species of mushroom but a unique compound 
extracted from the hybridization of several subspecies of mushrooms  here is a brief 
rundown of the birth of ahcc 

Birth of a Remarkable Mushroom Product
first you take shiitake mushrooms, which have a rich history of healing powers  add 
to the shiitake several hybrids from the Basidiomycete family of fungi  rather than 
using the “fruiting body”—the familiar cap and stem part of the mushroom that is 
above ground—we are going to use only the mycelium (plural: mycelia), which are the 
hairlike root structures below the ground  The various mycelia are cultured in rice bran 
extract (which possesses antiviral and immune-system enhancing qualities of its own) 
until they form a colony 

This colony is then cultured for an additional 45 to 60 days  The resulting product un-
dergoes a series of patented steps that involve cultivation, decomposition by enzymes, 
sterilization, concentration, and freeze-drying, all developed at the university of tokyo 
faculty of Pharmaceutical sciences by dr  toshihiko okamoto, along with researchers 
at amino up chemical co , ltd  The end result of this carefully computer-monitored 
manufacturing process is the functional food supplement ahcc, a product with im-
pressive and growing evidence of effectiveness and an impeccable safety profile (see 
more on safety in chapter 8)  
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one special part of the manufacturing process occurs when the enzymes break down 
the nutrients in the mycelia into a form that is better absorbed by the body  This fer-
mentation process results in ahcc having a much lower molecular weight (5,000 
daltons to be exact) when compared with other mushroom extracts, which average 
100,000 daltons or higher  This low molecular weight is a unique feature of ahcc  a 
low molecular weight allows the compounds in ahcc to be utilized optimally by the 
body  in particular, the immune system’s white blood cells have easy access to ahcc’s 
constituents so they can use them to strengthen the body’s defenses and fight tumors  
so what are those nutrients?

AHCC: Much More Than a Fungus
The chemical composition of ahcc includes (approximately) carbohydrates (44%), 
fats (37 3%), proteins (7 2%), vitamins B1, B2, and B3 (niacin; 0 3% each), fiber, min-
erals (4 5%, sodium and potassium), and water (1 3%)  most of the carbohydrates are 
polysaccharides, complex carbohydrates formed by the bonding of various monosac-
charides, which include sugars such as glucose and fructose  The “secret” of ahcc’s 
activity in the body is found primarily in its carbohydrates; specifically the polysaccha-
rides known as alpha-glucans and beta-glucans 

excuse us if we get a bit technical here, but an explanation of alpha-glucans and beta-
glucans can help you better understand why ahcc is much more than a fungus  first 
of all, polysaccharides are the active compounds in many healing foods and supple-
ments made from mushrooms and plants  The primary polysaccharides in other mush-
room-based health foods are beta-glucans  The words “alpha” and “beta” refer to the 
types of bonds each glucan has with sugar (glucose) molecules  [[figure 1 6 could 
go here]]

The main polysaccharide in ahcc is acetylated alpha-glucan (specifically, alpha-1,4-
glucan) and, to a lesser extent, beta-glucans  The presence of acetylated alpha-glucan 
makes ahcc unique and especially effective  The word “acetylating” means adding 
an acetyl group (ch3co-) to glucan  This occurs during the long culturing process 
that is part of the manufacturing of ahcc  acetylated alpha-glucan has a molecular 
weight of 5,000 daltons while beta-glucans are much higher and thus more difficult for 
the body to digest and absorb  That does not mean the beta-glucans in ahcc are not 
helpful: they definitely have a positive impact on the immune system by stimulating the 
intestinal tract, a benefit that is sometimes referred to as “gut immunity ” 

The acetylated alpha-glucans, however, are the stars and the unique component of 
ahcc  They directly impact the immune system after they are digested and absorbed 
by the body  Various scientists have explored the activities and functions of alpha-glu-
cans versus beta-glucans, including a team at the cancer research unit of the Pathol-
ogy division of the department of medicine, hokkaido university  They divided each 
component of ahcc into those with high molecular weight (e g , beta-glucans) and 
low molecular weight (e g , alpha-glucans) and studied their effect on cancer-bearing 
mice 
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when the scientists examined the cancer cells in mice that received ahcc compo-
nents of high molecular weight versus those of low molecular weight, they noted that 
certain immune system cells called interleukin-12 and tumor necrosis factor-alpha 
(beneficial immune cells that we discuss in detail in the next chapter) were induced, 
but induction of interleukin-12 was strongest when low molecular weight components 
were given  experts also know that the low molecular weight polysaccharides of ahcc 
are mainly effective in improving the production abilities of immune system elements 
that have potent immune-stimulating actions  in other words, high-molecular weight 
beta-glucans are effective, but low-molecular weight alpha-glucans are superior 

“Radical” Ideas about Infections and Disease
what is a disease? if your doctor gives you a diagnosis of heart disease, you automati-
cally assume you have a heart problem and your doctor treats your heart  similarly, if 
you have benign prostatic hyperplasia, a disease characterized by an enlarged prostate 
gland, you have a problem with that specific gland and you are given a treatment plan 
for your prostate  This makes sense, right? yes, and not necessarily 

recently, experts within the conventional medical arena have been exploring the idea 
that some health conditions affect the entire body, even though they may appear to in-
volve only the heart, lungs, prostate, or other organ or body part  This is a more holistic 
and encompassing perspective of disease and health, and introduces the idea that since 
the immune system is present throughout and affects the entire body, and thus can im-
pact the activity of every organ and organ system, it makes sense to strengthen the im-
mune system in order to fight, prevent, and/or treat a wide variety of health problems  

in fact, katsuaki uno, md, a cancer researcher and oncologist who uses ahcc for his 
cancer patients, has pointed out that in order for cancer cells to develop into a tumor, 
they require a certain environment or “diseased condition,” one that is the result of a 
deterioration of the immune system  he has stated that “cancer is an abnormality of 
immunity that brings about the onset of diseases—it’s a disease of immunity ”

This may be a radical idea for some people, but it is gaining a lot of attention and sup-
porting evidence  uno also explains that “these days many specialists have come to 
realize that abnormalities of immunity play a fundamental role in the deterioration of  
‘diseases of lifestyle,’ conditions in which the system is overtaxed, such as arteriosclero-
sis and high blood pressure, into the onset of cerebral vascular disease, cardiovascular 
disease, diabetes, and other conditions ”   

in other words, if your immune system has been weakened and is struggling for any 
number of reasons ranging from stress to poor nutrition to exposure to environmental 
toxins, it provides a fertile environment for disease to take hold  and we are not talking 
about just an invasion of disease-causing bacteria and other microorganisms that can 
result in the common cold or flu or hepatitis, but chronic diseases not typically associ-
ated with infections, such as heart disease, diabetes, and arthritis 

so here is the other part of the “radical” idea: scientists have found a possible con-
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nection between microorganisms and chronic diseases not previously believed to be 
caused by infections  in fact, researchers have made a connection between microorgan-
isms and arteriosclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, polycystic ovary disease, some forms of 
cancer, multiple sclerosis, duodenal ulcers, diabetes, heart disease, alzheimer’s disease, 
various psychiatric disorders, and others  

Therefore, the concept of strengthening and supporting the immune system with a 
functional food supplement like ahcc is feasible because (as you will learn later in this 
book) research strongly indicates that ahcc has the ability to positively strengthen, 
enhance, or otherwise improve the immune system’s response to elements that threaten 
to harm you, which is the key and gateway to physical and mental health  

now, before we explore the immune system in detail and the intimate relationship 
between ahcc and components of the immune system, let’s look at some special fea-
tures of ahcc 

AHCC and Inflammation
inflammation is a reaction of the immune system in response to trauma, infection, 
or irritation  characteristic responses include a rush of white blood cells to the area 
involved, along with heat, swelling, pain, and dysfunction of the tissues or organs af-
fected  inflammation is the initial response that stimulates the immune system and a 
critical first step in the process of fighting an infection and healing damaged cells and 
tissues  however, when inflammation is chronic, which means the immune system is 
always in alert mode, it can lead to chronic conditions  

in recent years, scientists have discovered that inflammation plays a major role in a 
great number of chronic diseases  included are allergic disorders, such as allergic asth-
ma, atopic dermatitis, and pollen allergies; autoimmune disorders such as rheumatoid 
arthritis, lupus, and ulcerative colitis; and a number of other conditions you may not 
associate with inflammation, such as alzheimer’s disease, cancer, diabetes, heart dis-
ease, irritable bowel syndrome, obesity, Parkinson’s disease, and more  This discovery 
has given scientists and clinicians a better understanding of these conditions as well as 
new ways to approach treatment  ahcc may be one of those treatments 

ahcc has anti-inflammatory properties, which makes it a potential candidate for ad-
dressing diseases characterized by inflammation  one very effective way to monitor the 
level of inflammation in the body is to measure the amount of a protein in the blood-
stream called c-reactive protein, or crP  when levels of crP are high, this signals 
the presence of infections, certain cancers, inflammatory bowel disease, pancreatitis, 
cardiovascular disease, and other inflammatory conditions  research has also shown 
that ahcc may reduce inflammation and the high levels of crP  

ahcc may also increase levels of leptin, a hormone with anti-inflammatory proper-
ties  dr  satoru yui of teikyo university department of Pharmacology has reported 
ahcc is capable of increasing levels of this anti-inflammatory agent  leptin is also 
involved in weight control because it is instrumental in the metabolism of fat and in 
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regulating appetite  This suggests ahcc could be helpful in controlling weight  

current conventional treatments for inflammation typically include medications such 
as steroids and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (nsaids), which are associated 
with significant side effects, including gastrointestinal bleeding and nausea, while some 
nsaids even damage the immune system  ahcc could provide a safe, effective alter-
native, and they also could be used along with these drugs to enhance healing as well 
as have a positive impact on the underlying cause of the disease 

AHCC as Antioxidant
oxidants are substances in food, the environment, and some medications—especially 
chemotherapy drugs--that increase the activity of oxygen in the body and result in a 
process called oxidation  oxidation is the deterioration or aging of cells  Physical and 
emotional stress can also act as oxidants  oxidants spawn the creation of free radicals, 
molecules that can damage cells, tissues, and organs 

antioxidants fight oxidation and free radicals and the damage they can cause  ahcc 
has demonstrated antioxidant abilities against a number of oxidants, including various 
chemotherapy drugs and a potent oxidant called ferric nitrilotriacetate, and to induce 
enzymes that eliminate another powerful oxidant called superoxide dismutase (sod)  

ahcc has also been shown to alleviate the physical response to emotional stress  
when the body is subjected to emotional stress, the balance between the immune and 
endocrine systems is disrupted, which can result in physical ailments and disease  an 
experiment conducted in rats by Professor shigeru matsuzaki of dokkyo university 
school of medicine revealed that administration of ahcc to rats subjected to confine-
ment stress controlled the levels of elements known to rise under stressful conditions; 
namely, blood sugar and adrenalin  Thus ahcc can reduce stress and help maintain 
the balance between mind and body 

AHCC as Immunomodulator
an immunomodulator is a substance that changes, suppresses, or strengthens the im-
mune system  chemical examples include methotrexate and azathioprine, drugs that 
are often used to treat the immune response in people who have various cancers, pso-
riasis, or rheumatoid arthritis  chemical immunomodulators, however, are a double-
edged sword  while methotrexate can slow the growth of cancer cells and skin cells, for 
example, as well as suppress the immune system in rheumatoid arthritis patients, it can 
also damage bone marrow and reduce the number of red blood cells (also see chapter 
5), along with damaging the liver      

ahcc presents a broader effect in that it has a normalizing function  That is, it can 
stimulate the immune system when there is an inhibited response, but it can also calm 
excessive immune reactions  an example of this dual ability can be seen in how ahcc 
affects cancer cells 

as you will learn in chapter 2 where the immune system is discussed in detail, ahcc 
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can stimulate production of a substance called tumor necrosis factor alpha (tnf-a)  
This substance promotes the breakdown of tumors, which makes it a good candidate 
for cancer treatment  tnf-a also has a pro-inflammatory effect, which is a problem 
in people who have arthritis  The good news is that ahcc has been shown that it can 
also stimulate the reduction of tnf-a in people who have rheumatoid arthritis  This is 
an example of ahcc’s normalizing function, and it appears to be the result of ahcc’s 
ability to strengthen the function of the immune system in the area of the body where 
it is most needed   

How AHCC is Studied
since we have illustrated a relationship between infectious organisms and chronic dis-
ease and the immune system, it seems like a good time to mention how experts study 
ahcc  one of the challenges scientists face when researching ways to treat infectious 
diseases is that there are no ethical, reliable, or practical means to evaluate the human 
response to infectious agents  however, what they can and do perform are studies us-
ing animal models, which allow them to demonstrate the efficacy of ahcc  They also 
conduct human clinical trials, which allows them to show ahcc’s ability to act on the 
many components of the immune system 

That is why you will notice that some of the studies discussed throughout this book 
have been done on mice  mice are highly homologous with humans, and the strains of 
mice used in biomedical research have been genetically designed so scientists can ac-
curately reproduce the same strains again and again  This helps ensure investigators are 
comparing “apples with apples,” so to speak, when conducting research  

These mice have critical characteristics that make them ideal for drug testing as well 
as for research of a range of human diseases and conditions  in fact, scientists have 
developed strains of inbred mice to produce those with alzheimer’s disease, arthritis, 
lupus, ulcers, inflammatory bowel disease, diabetes, obesity, and a wide range of can-
cers, among other conditions 

Therefore, a combination of animal models, human clinical studies, and human case 
reports are the proving grounds for ahcc, and these are the grounds we will explore 
throughout this book 

Wrap-Up
ahcc is a most remarkable mushroom product, displaying anti-inflammatory, im-
mune system enhancing, immunomodulation, and antioxidant properties  These 
characteristics make ahcc a likely candidate for a broad spectrum of health issues 
ranging from the common cold to cancer  why? Because most of the ailments and 
diseases that affect people are intimately associated with the immune system  if you 
boost and strengthen immune functioning and immune response, then you can gain 
an upper hand in fighting these illnesses and diseases  and that’s where ahcc enters 
the picture  The relationship between ahcc and the immune system is a complex and 
intimate one, and one that is explored in the next chapter  
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The immune system is something people 
tend to take for granted until they need it  
The truth is, however, is that you always 
need it, even when you’re feeling com-
pletely healthy  your immune system is 
constantly “on,” monitoring your body for 
any cinch in the armor: the presence of ab-
normal cells, renegade cell growth, and an-
tigens: unwelcome bacteria, viruses, fungi, 
parasites, toxins, and other organisms 
that could trigger a health problem  how-
ever, the individual components of your 
immune system need to be “on” as well, 
primed to act when called upon  if one or 
more of those components are inadequate, 
then your health can suffer 

considering the critical role the immune system plays in your health, it’s worth taking 
some time to understand it better  knowing how your immune system functions, and 
especially the ways ahcc interacts with it, can help you better appreciate how ahcc 
can improve your health 

The immune system is the body’s defense against infectious organisms and other un-
welcome substances  Through a series of steps called the immune response, the im-
mune system identifies, targets, and attacks these bacteria, viruses, and other antigens, 
that can cause disease 

Components of the Immune System
The immune system is a complex network that involves many different cells, tissues, 
and organs that have varying and often interconnected roles  (see list below)  The main 
cells involved in immune system functioning are white blood cells, or leukocytes, of 
which there are two basic types: macrophages, which “eat up” abnormal cells and in-
vading organisms; and lymphocytes, which destroy foreign substances, produce chem-
icals that act as messengers, or allow the body to remember and recognize previous 

CHAPter 2
IntroduCIng Your IMMune sYsteM

CC Image Courtesy of Vladimir Morozov via Flicker
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invaders so the body can destroy them 

The key transportation apparatus for the immune system is the lymphatic system, 
which is a combination of organs, nodes, and ducts that transport a watery clear fluid 
called lymph throughout the body  The lymphatic fluid performs several critical func-
tions: it delivers nutrients and chemical messengers to the body’s cells, and it interacts 
with the blood circulatory system to carry away waste materials from the cells 

The immune system also includes the spleen, tonsils, thymus gland, adenoids, and sec-
tions of the small intestine, all of which are composed of lymphoid tissue, where lym-
phocytes are formed  other important players in the immune system are bone mar-
row and mucous membranes, which are found throughout the body as well  in fact, 
lymphatic tissue is found in every part of the body except the central nervous system  
Therefore the heart, lungs, intestinal tract, liver, and skin also contain lymphatic tissue 
and thus are intimately connected to the immune system  when we say that ahcc has 
an impact on the entire immune system, it follows, then, that it has an impact on nearly 
all parts of the body  

lymphocytes start out their lives in the bone marrow and either stay there and mature 
into B lymphocytes (B cells), or they migrate for the thymus gland, where they turn 
into t lymphocytes (t cells)  The t cells and B cells have a close working relationship: 
B lymphocytes seek out invading organisms and send in forces to attack them, while t 
cells destroy the invaders once they have been identified  

macrophages also arise from the bone marrow  These white blood cells ingest bacteria 
and other harmful organisms in a process called phagocytosis  macrophages get some 
assistance from other white blood cells called neutrophils  

here is a brief review of some of the players involved in immune function  many of 
these factors work together in its effort to support and maintain an optimally function-
ing immune system  we will be referring to these various immune components a great 
deal throughout the book 

CC Image Courtesy of Seattle Municipal Archives via Flicker
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•	 Antigens: substances—bacteria, viruses, toxins, foreign blood cells—that when 
introduced into the body stimulate the production of an antibody, which can 
then neutralize the antigens 

•	 T lymphocytes (T cells): a type of white blood cells involved in various im-
mune functions  There are several subtypes of t cells, including helper t cells, 
suppressor t cells, and cytotoxic t cells 

•	 Helper T cells do not kill cancer cells or germs directly, but they release 
substances that help B cells and killer t cells work better  There are also 3 
types of helper t cells, two of which we are concerned with: helper t1 (Th1), 
which are involved in cell-mediated immunity; and helper t2 (Th2), which 
are involved in humoral immunity

•	 Suppressor T cells help make sure the immune system does not overreact 
(i e , it suppresses) and attack other healthy parts of the body

•	 Cytotoxic T cells (killer T cells) release substances that kill abnormal cells 
and invading organisms in the body 

•	 B lymphocytes (B cells): B cells are produced in the bone marrow and mature 
into plasma cells  They are responsible for the production of antibodies, which 
are key in the fight against bacterial infections  

•	 Dendritic cells (DCs): white blood cells that process antigens (foreign mate-
rials) and present them to B and t cells  Thus dcs are the delivery boys of the 
immune system: although B cells and t cells are the mediators of immunity, their 
function is under the control of dendritic cells  This activity is especially impor-
tant with respect to ahcc, because ahcc stimulates an increase in the number 
of dc cells  

•	 Macrophages: white blood cells that consume abnormal cells and invading 
organisms

•	 Natural killer cells (NK): a type of lymphocyte that performs a critical job in 
the immune system: they can detect and destroy tumor cells and microbes before 
they reproduce, which can protect you from chronic, degenerative diseases  nk 
cells work by latching onto a cancer cell or microbe and injecting a granule into 
its victim, which causes the cell or microbe to die  The activity of nk cells is an 
indication of the strength of the immune system and is also used to determine 
the prognosis of cancer and aids patients  when nk activity declines to zero, 
death occurs 

•	 Lymphokine activated killer cells (LAK): a type of white blood cell that has 
been stimulated to destroy tumor cells  

•	 Neutrophils: The most common type of white blood cell and the ones most 
responsible for immune response  neutrophils are present in the bloodstream 
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until they are called to action at an infection site  after they ingest other cells, 
they die  

•	 CD4: These glycoproteins are found on the surface of t helper cells, macrophag-
es, and dendritic cells  These “helper” cells initiate the body’s response to outside 
invaders such as bacteria and viruses  

•	 CD8: These glycoproteins are mostly found on the surface of cytotoxic t cells, 
but also on natural killer cells and dendritic cells  They are involved in destroying 
cells that are infected with foreign microorganisms  

•	 CD4/CD8 ratio: clinicians can use this ratio to determine how strong the im-
mune system is and to help predict the risk of complications 

•	 Cytokines: chemicals that act as messengers between cells to direct and en-
hance immune response  There are several types of cytokines:

•	 Interferon: protects cells from viruses, destroys cancer tumors, and stimu-
lates natural killer cells and macrophages

•	 Interleukin-2 (IL-2): stimulates the growth and activity of t cells

•	 Interleukin-12 (IL-12): stimulates natural killer cells and strengthens cel-
lular immunity

•	 Transforming growth factor beta (TGF-b): a protein that controls pro-
liferation, cellular differentiation, and other cell functions  it has an impor-
tant role in immunity and cancer, as cancerous cells increase their production 
of tgf-b  

•	 Tumor necrosis factor (TNF): a cytokine that is involved in the inflam-
matory process and which is capable of killing tumor cells 

•	 Lymph nodes: Bean-shaped structures where lymphocytes often are first ex-
posed to bacteria, viruses, and other antigens, which stimulates the lymphocytes 
to perform their functions  lymph nodes, which form in clusters throughout the 
system, can become enlarged due to infection or a tumor  

•	 Spleen: an organ that processes lymphocytes that enter it from incoming 
blood

•	 Tonsils and adenoids: structures that are composed of tissues similar to those 
in the lymph nodes  together the tonsils and adenoids are part of a ring that en-
circles the back of the throat, and they are thought to help the body fight invading 
microorganisms  

Immune System: A Duet
The immune system has two main divisions, humoral immunity and cellular (cell-
mediated) immunity, and these two divisions complement or play off of each other  
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humoral immunity is the part of immunity that is mediated by the secretion of an-
tibodies produced by B lymphocytes and other processes that facilitate them, such as 
Th2 activation and the production of cytokines  These antibodies attach themselves to 
antigens, which marks them for destruction  humoral immunity gets its name from 
the word “humours,” a word that comes from ancient times and refers to substances 
that are found in bodily fluids  

cell-mediated immunity is an immune response that involves activation of various im-
mune components we discussed, such as macrophages, natural killer cells, cytotoxic t 
lymphocytes, and various cytokines, all in response to invasion by antigens  in cell-me-
diated immunity, these and other immune cells release toxins to kill bacteria, viruses, 
and other antigens, or they attack the unwelcome organisms directly to kill them  

AHCC and Your Immune System
The taoist philosopher lao tzu said “health is the greatest possession,” and to possess 
it, you need a strong immune system: if you keep your immune system operating at an 
optimal level, then you greatly increase your chances of avoiding and preventing infec-
tions, disease, and other health problems  in today’s world, it can be difficult at times 
to protect your immune system from the assaults of microorganisms, stress, poor nu-
trition, lack of sleep, environmental toxins, medications, and other threats  although 
the immune system is extremely resilient, it also takes work on your part to keep it 
operating optimally 

if your overall health is good and you don’t have any pressing health problems, then 
you are ahead of the game  however, that does not mean you should let your guard 
down  “health is not valued till sickness comes” is a grim reminder from the 17th-
century British writer Thomas fuller  if you already have one or more health condi-
tions that are challenging you, supporting and protecting your immune system is even 
more critical  

ahcc is a functional food supplement that can help protect your immune system 
both when it is functioning well and when it is not  That is, is can protect you from 
getting sick as well as tackle the factors that cause you to be sick    

How AHCC Strengthens the Immune System
numerous studies show that ahcc has the ability to promote and stimulate signifi-
cant changes in the immune system  we explore the activities and functions of ahcc 
in more detail in subsequent chapters when we talk about how ahcc works with 
infections, cancer, gastrointestinal disorders, your liver, diabetes, and your heart  for 
now, here is a brief look at what research has shown about the impact ahcc has on 
some of the components of the immune system we have already mentioned 

•	 Macrophages: ahcc can significantly increase the number of macrophages, 
which in turn improves the ability of the immune system to function optimally  
Because cellular immunity is initiated when macrophages and neutrophils are 
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activated, ahcc can play a major role in jump starting this process, especially 
in individuals with a compromised immune system  The activity of macrophages 
was demonstrated in a mouse model of breast cancer  Breast cancer was trans-
planted into two groups of mice, with one group also receiving an injection of 
ahcc  after one month, the tumor had shrunk in size by 60 percent in the ah-
cc-treated mice compared with the untreated mice  The presence of tumor ne-
crosis factor-alpha (tnf-a) was confirmed in the ahcc-treated mice  tnf-a is 
mainly produced by macrophages, thus it was assumed that the cancer cells were 
acted on by a combination of factors: they were attacked by the macrophages and 
subsequently destroyed by the tnf-a    

•	 Cytokines: Both animal and human studies show that ahcc can increase the 
levels of cytokines, including tumor necrosis factor, interferon-gamma, and the 
interleukins 1 and 12 (il-1, il-12)  in addition, ahcc can inhibit the activity of 
cytokines that suppress the immune system, such as tgf-b  in a study conducted 
by dr  katsuaki uno of comfort hospital, 38 people with stage iV cancer were 
given 6 grams daily of ahcc  after four months of treatment, the levels of il-12 
approached the levels seen in healthy individuals in 90 percent of the patients, 
and a similar increase was seen in interferon-gamma levels, with a corresponding 
increase in the activity of killer t cells as these latter levels rose  

•	 Natural killer cells: studies in people with cancer show that ahcc can elevate 
the activity level of nk cells by 200 to 300 percent  This ability to increase nk 
activity is critically important, because nk cells detect and fight abnormal cells, 
including cancer cells  The activity of nk cells also appears to have an additive 
effect on chemotherapy: patients undergoing chemotherapy have demonstrated 
an enhanced response to treatment when they take ahcc  

•	 Dendritic cells: a study published in nutrition and cancer reports that healthy 
individuals who took ahcc daily for one month had a significant increase in 
their dc levels compared with those who took a placebo 

•	 T cells: numerous studies, including several conducted at yale school of medi-
cine, have shown that ahcc increases the number and effectiveness of t cells, 
even as much as 200 percent  

•	 T helper (Th) cells: ahcc can improve the balance between Th1 and Th2 
cells, which are involved in activating and directing other immune system cell 
functions, including activation and growth of cytotoxic lymphocytes and maxi-
mizing the activities of macrophages  

AHCC and Older Adults
although ahcc can benefit immune function for people of all ages, we want to make 
a special mention here of how the supplement can benefit older adults, with examples 
from two studies  The gradual deterioration of the immune system that occurs with 
advancing age is called “immunosenescence ”  This type of immunodeficiency causes 
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the elderly to be more susceptible to infectious conditions ranging from the flu and the 
common cold to pneumonia, cancer, and other serious conditions  

in one study, ahcc was shown to stimulate t-cell function in adults aged 50 years 
and older  at yale school of medicine, Zhinan yin, md, a rheumatologist, and his 
colleagues evaluated the impact of ahcc on a group of 30 healthy adults  each study 
participant had his or her cytokine production measured by the cd4+ and cd8+ cells 
before taking ahcc, after 30 days on ahcc, after 60 days, and again 30 days after 
they stopped treatment  (remember, the cd4/cd8 ratio tells clinicians how strong the 
immune system is ) 

The researchers observed significant and consistent increases in the cd4+ cells’ pro-
duction of both interferon-gamma and tumor necrosis factor-alpha, two key cytokines 
in the body’s natural defenses against cancer-causing cells, within 4 weeks of ahcc 
supplementation  The increased production remained for the entire treatment period  
at 30 days post-treatment, cytokine production by cd4+ had declined 

ahcc had a different effect on cd8+ cells  although ahcc did not initiate much 
in the way of increased cytokine production after 30 and 60 days of supplementation, 
the researchers saw a significant increase in both cytokines 30 days after treatment 
stopped  These findings suggest that ahcc is effective both during treatment and after 
people stop taking it  yin’s study was also the first to show that ahcc could be benefi-
cial in relieving immunosenescence, and thus could prove to be helpful in preventing 
the development of some conditions that affect older adults   

The second study we want to mention was a double-blind, randomized trial that in-
cluded 21 healthy adults with an average age of 60  each subject received placebo or 
3 grams of ahcc daily for four weeks  The researchers collected blood samples both 
at the start of the study and at 4 weeks  The blood samples showed that subjects who 
took ahcc had significantly higher levels of total dendritic cells (dcs) and showed 
increased function of dc1s compared to baseline and to controls  These findings are 
significant because dcs are, in the words of the study’s lead author, naoyoshi teraka-
wa, md, of kansai medical university, “critical for maintaining a healthy and balanced 
immune system ” 

Wrap-Up
The immune system is a complex network of many different cells, tissues, and organs 
designed to keep harmful invaders out or, when they do infiltrate, these components 
then take over to hunt down, attack, and destroy them  ahcc supports, strengthens, 
and enhances the immune system components so they can better perform the job they 
were designed to do  
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CHAPter 3
Colds, Flu, And otHer InFeCtIons

you would be hard-pressed to find someone who has not experienced an infectious 
disease  have you had a cold recently? Then you had an infectious disease  The flu? dit-
to  not to mention pneumonia, urinary tract infections, fungal infections, and more  if 
you have a loved one who is a resident in a nursing home or other medical facility, you 
may worry about an outbreak of mrsa (methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus) 
or other antibiotic-resistant infections  cases of west nile virus crop up each year in 
nearly every state in the nation, and the threat of avian (bird) flu still lingers  one of 
the best ways to protect yourself and your family against these and other infectious 
diseases is by strengthening your immune system with ahcc  

Fighting Infections
The standard approach to killing germs in the home and other environments, as well 
as in our bodies, has been “over kill”—overuse of antibacterial soaps, sprays, and other 
antibacterial products, and the over-prescribing of antibiotics  This zealous approach to 
fighting germs and preventing infections has, unfortunately, largely backfired because 
we now have to fight superbugs—bacteria that have become resistant to the antibiotics 
that were developed to attack and destroy them   

given the ineffectiveness of antibiotics, not to mention the fact that they are associated 
with side effects and can make you susceptible to even more infections, many people 
are turning to natural alternatives  among the more common nutritional and herbal 
supplements people take to enhance their immune system in an attempt to ward off or 
treat infections are vitamin c, echinacea, garlic, and ginseng, among others (see chap-
ter 8)  generally these supplements have not been rigorously studied in response to 
infectious diseases, and results of the studies that have been done have provided mixed 
and often conflicting findings 

ahcc has been studied extensively and offers a way to prevent and treat infections 
from the frontline: building up, strengthening, and supporting the immune system by 
activating specific immune cells such as natural killer cells, among others, and enhanc-
ing their activities  That said, let’s take a look at the more common infections shown 
to respond to ahcc and the studies that support the use of ahcc in preventing and 
fighting infectious diseases  
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Cold and Flu
at the top of the infectious disease list are 
the common cold and the flu  The na-
tional institute of allergy and infectious 
diseases notes that people in the united 
states suffer 1 billion colds per year, ac-
cording to some estimates  children are 
usually the hardest hit, as they average 6 
to 10 colds per year while adults usually 
get 2 to 4, with people older than 60 expe-
riencing the fewest colds (but not the least 
number of other infections, which we will 
talk about later)  however, while older 
adults may contract fewer colds, they of-
ten have a longer and more difficult time 
recovering from them 

according to the centers for disease control and Prevention (cdc), up to 20 percent 
of americans get the flu  while the flu certainly disrupts the lives of millions of people 
by making them feel too ill to go to work or school, for some people it is much more 
serious  The cdc reports that more than 200,000 people are hospitalized because of flu 
each year, and about 36,000 die  with the appearance of bird (avian) flu and swine flu 
(h1n1) in recent years, the word “flu” has taken on new, more dire meaning for many 
people, especially the very young, pregnant women, the elderly, and anyone whose im-
mune system is already compromised  

The Studies 
The need for a reliable, potent immune system enhancer to help ward off the common 
cold and flu is great, and studies have been done—and continue to be conducted—
showing the efficacy of ahcc  one of the first studies in this arena was done at drexel 
university in Philadelphia and reported in the Journal of nutrition in 2006  research-
ers used two groups of mice: one group was infected with influenza a (h1n1) flu only 
(control group) and the other group was administered ahcc (1 g/kg/body weight per 
day) for one week before they were infected with the flu, and throughout the course of 
infection 

The researchers found that the ahcc-treated mice had increased survival, decreased 
severity of symptoms, and a shorter recovery after they were infected than did the 
control mice  specifically, use of ahcc reduced the death rate from 25 percent to 5 
percent  

in addition, the investigators found that use of ahcc increased the activity of natural 
killer cells in the lungs one day after infection and in the spleen two days after infection  
This rapid and increased activity means ahcc facilitated the clearance of the virus 
from the body  The ahcc-treated mice also maintained their body weight during the 
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infection when compared with controls, which is an indication the treated mice expe-
rienced less severe disease  The study’s authors concluded that use of a dietary bioactive 
substance such as ahcc “may be one avenue for improving the immune response to 
primary flu infection ”

in two other studies, researchers looked at the effectiveness of ahcc in mice that were 
infected with the h5n1 avian influenza virus, also known as the bird flu  in one study, 
published in the Japanese Journal of complementary and alternative medicine, con-
trol mice were infected with the virus, while another group of mice was given ahcc 
daily for seven days before they were infected with 100 times the 50 percent lethal dose 
of h5n1 flu virus  all the control mice died by day 11 after they were infected, while 30 
percent of the ahcc-treated mice were still alive 28 days post-infection  

in the second study, the scientists followed the same protocol, but this time they com-
pared the effects of ahcc alone to h5n1 vaccination alone, as well as the combination 
of ahcc and the flu vaccine given together  in the mice that received the h5n1 vac-
cination only, approximately 80 percent survived the infection  however, 100 percent 
of the mice that received both the vaccination and ahcc survived  

when the results of these two studies of bird flu are considered together, we find that 
ahcc provides some protection against this virus, yet combining ahcc with the vac-
cine appears to be more effective     

The idea of combining ahcc with a flu vaccine was then tested in a small double-
blind, placebo-controlled human trial  The 29 people in the study all received the flu 
vaccination, and then for two weeks after the vaccination, half took 3,000 mg ahcc 
daily while the other half took a placebo  Blood samples were taken from all partici-
pants on the day of vaccination and again two weeks later  

The post-vaccination blood samples of the people who took ahcc showed elevated 
levels of immune cells, including t cells (especially cytotoxic cells), and a type of natu-
ral killer cells that produce cytokines in response to the flu vaccine  This enhanced 
response was most evident in adults older than 60, who are at greater risk of complica-
tions due to flu  The results of this study led the authors to note that “This suggests that 
short-term ahcc supplementation may be a good therapeutic intervention to sustain, 
or increase, the immune response to influenza vaccination in healthy subjects ”  

although no studies have yet been conducted to explore the impact of ahcc on the 
common cold, the ability of ahcc to promote the activity of natural killer cells shortly 
after infection, as demonstrated in the flu research, suggests it will prove beneficial  
There is also convincing evidence suggested by the results of yet more studies of the 
activity of ahcc against other infectious diseases, as shown here   

West Nile Virus
despite its name, the west nile virus can affect people who do not live anywhere near 
the nile  Basically, if there are mosquitoes where you live, there is a chance you could 
contract west nile virus  in 2010, the centers for disease control and Prevention not-

colds, flu, and other infections
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ed that approximately 1,000 cases of the virus had been reported to the agency, with 41 
deaths  The three states reporting more than 100 cases each were arizona, california, 
and new york 

about 1 in 150 people who are infected with west nile virus develop severe illness, 
with symptoms that include high fever, headache, stupor, disorientation, coma, trem-
ors, convulsions, numbness, and paralysis  symptoms may last a few weeks and the 
neurological impact may be permanent  up to 20 percent of infected individuals have 
milder symptoms—fever, headache, body aches, nausea, vomiting, and swollen glands 
or rash  These symptoms usually last for a few days, but even healthy people can be ill 
for several weeks  about 80 percent of people who are infected with west nile virus 
don’t display any symptoms  

Thus far, there are no vaccines or treatments to prevent or treat this virus  ahcc, how-
ever, has shown promise in the fight against this sometimes fatal disease 

for example, at colorado state university, a team of scientists evaluated the ability of 
ahcc to enhance resistance when exposed to west nile virus  They used a mouse 
model, with one group of mice administered 600 mg/kg of ahcc every other day for 
one week before they were infected with a lethal dose of west nile virus  The mice were 
given ahcc on days 1 and 3 after they were infected as well  mice in the control group 
received placebo and the deadly dose 

one month later, an analysis of the animals’ blood showed that ahcc had increased 
the production of antibodies for west nile virus in the treated mice  overall, mice 
treated with ahcc had 19 percent less viral load than the control mice and were also 
twice as likely to have survived the lethal dose: 54 percent of treated mice were still 
alive compared with only 21 percent of the control mice  The authors, who published 
their work in the Journal of nutrition, reported that “dietary supplementation with 
ahcc may be potentially immunotherapeutic for wnV-susceptible populations ” 

ahcc and “superbug” Bacterial infections

although the use of antibiotics can be beneficial in some cases, overuse of these drugs 
has resulted in the emergence of antibiotic-resistant strains of bacteria, or “superbugs ” 
This means that when clinicians are presented with patients who have a bacterial in-
fection caused by microorganisms known to be resistant to the antibiotics that were 
once effective, they and their patients are faced with a treatment challenge that can, 
all too often, result in serious complications or even death  Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
infections, for example, which frequently occur in people who have a compromised 
immune system, cause death in half of those who develop this opportunistic infection  
(an opportunistic infection is one that is caused by microorganisms that usually do not 
cause illness but do when the individual’s immune system has been compromised and 
thus cannot fight off the infection )

along with P  aeruginosa, there are two other opportunistic infections that are impor-
tant to understand and against which ahcc has been shown to be effective, mrsa 
and klebsiella pneumonia 
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Pseudomonas aeruginosa Infections
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic infection that often affects people who 
have a compromised immune system and rarely affects uncompromised tissues  how-
ever, P  aeruginosa is relentless when it does infect tissues, causing urinary tract infec-
tions, respiratory tract infections, dermatitis, ear infections, endocarditis, meningitis, 
brain abscesses, soft tissue infections, bone and joint infections, gastrointestinal infec-
tions, bacteremia, and various other systemic infections  among people at high risk for 
P  aeruginosa infections are individuals who have aids, cancer, severe burns, or cystic 
fibrosis  among patients who are hospitalized with these conditions, the fatality rate is 
about 50 percent 

Pseudomonas has a reputation for being resistant to antibiotics  among the few that are 
effective against the bacteria are fluoroquinolones, gentamicin, and imipenem, yet they 
are not able to kill all strains  Perhaps the population hit the hardest with P  aeruginosa 
infections are cystic fibrosis patients, because nearly all of them eventually contract a 
strain that is so resistant to antibiotics that they cannot be treated successfully   

ahcc has proven effective against P  aeruginosa in a study conducted at teikyo uni-
versity school of medicine in Japan  researchers evaluated the effect of different doses 
of ahcc given by injection and orally to immune-compromised mice and found that 
the mushroom compound protected the mice form lethal infection with P  aerugino-
sa  

specifically, the mice that received 500 mg/kg of ahcc by injection survived an aver-
age of 14 days after they were infected with P  aeruginosa compared with only 3 days 
among the control (untreated) mice  oral ahcc provided a similar result, with 6 of 
the 8 mice treated with 1,000 mg/kg of ahcc surviving 14 days compared with only 3 
days among the control mice  

MRSA
another infection that has many people concerned is mrsa  This is a type of staph 
bacterial infection that is resistant to certain antibiotics called beta-lactams, which in-
clude methicillin, oxacillin, penicillin, and amoxicillin  among the general popula-
tion, most mrsa infections affect the skin  in health care settings such as nursing 
homes and hospitals, however, the infections are typically more severe or potentially 
life-threatening  The most recent figures from the centers for disease control and 
Prevention on mrsa report about 94,360 people developed the infection in 2005, and 
that more than 18,000 people died   

The effectiveness of ahcc was tested in mice that were given both oral and injectable 
doses of the compound  mice that were treated with ahcc survived significantly lon-
ger after receiving a lethal dose of mrsa than did mice that received placebo   

Klebsiella pneumonia Infections 
klebsiella pneumonia is among the most common gram-negative bacteria healthcare 

colds, flu, and other infections
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providers encounter around the world  it is often found in hospitals, where it usually 
causes urinary tract infections, nosocomial pneumonia (pneumonia that develops as 
a result of treatment in a hospital or other healthcare setting), and intra-abdominal 
infections  People most at risk for developing a k  pneumonia infection include anyone 
who is using a ventilator or who has intravenous catheters, or patients who are on a 
prolonged course of antibiotics  healthy individuals rarely get klebsiella  infections 

several studies have looked at the impact of ahcc on resistance to infection with 
k  pneumonia, and the results have been promising  in one, published in the Jour-
nal of applied Physiology, investigators chose a mouse model that is often used for 
spaceflight conditions (e g , suspension) because these mice have a lower resistance to 
infection  The scientists administered ahcc to the mice one week before they were 
infected with k  pneumonia and were suspended, and throughout the 10-day suspen-
sion period as well  mice that received ahcc had decreased mortality, longer survival, 
and an increased ability to clear the deadly bacteria from their bodies than did control 
mice that did not receive ahcc  

another study evaluated how effective 
ahcc may be in preventing surgical 
wound infections caused by k  pneumo-
nia in a mouse model  The 28 treated mice 
in the study were administered an oral 
dose of ahcc daily for eight days before 
and during the time they were infected 
with k  pneumonia  a control group of 28 
mice received placebo and were also in-
fected with the bacteria  The ahcc-treat-
ed mice survived longer than the control 
mice: 15 percent of control and 55 percent 
of treated mice were alive after 15 days  
The ahcc-treated mice also cleared the 
infection much more effectively than did 
the control mice  This suggests to scien-
tists that ahcc may be helpful in clear-
ing bacteria in patients who are undergo-
ing surgical procedures  

The most recent study of the effect of 
ahcc on k  pneumonia was published in 
the american Journal of surgery  here re-
searchers found that ahcc-treated mice 
that were infected with the bacteria were 
able to clear the microorganisms entirely 
six days after they were infected  in addi-
tion, the investigators reported that levels CC Image Courtesy of a.drian via Flicker
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of important immune system cells—interleukin-12, interleukin-6, and tumor necrosis 
factor alpha—peaked earlier in the ahcc group than they did in the control group  
These findings led them to conclude that ahcc appears to cause an early stimulation 
of the immune system, which leads to an effective clearance of the disease-causing 
bacteria and thus results in a more rapid recovery 

AHCC Fights Fungal Infections
candida species of fungi represent the most common fungal pathogens that can affect 
humans  These fungi are highly opportunistic and are responsible for a number of in-
fections that can range from mild to deadly  women are often familiar with candidiasis, 
the fungal infection caused by candida albicans, because it causes a highly irritating 
vaginal yeast infection  however, an overgrowth of c  albicans can also infect other 
parts of the body, most notably the mouth, digestive tract, and the bloodstream  when 
it reaches the blood, it can cause systemic infections that may cause organ failure and 
death 

among the people at greatest risk of developing a candida related infection are those 
whose immune systems are compromised by hiV/aids, diabetes, recent surgery, se-
vere trauma, renal failure, or organ or bone marrow transplantation; anyone who is 
taking antibiotics or corticosteroids; or people undergoing chemotherapy, radiation 
therapy, hemodialysis, parenteral hyperalimentation, catheterization, or prolonged 
hospitalization 

researchers at teikyo university school of medicine evaluated the use of ahcc in 
immune-compromised mice that were infected with candida  one group of mice was 
administered 1,000 mg/kg of ahcc orally or 500 mg/kg of ahcc by injection for 4 
days prior to their infection with candida, while another group of mice did not receive 
ahcc  within one week of becoming infected with candida, all the control mice had 
died, while 80 percent of the mice injected with ahcc survived for 28 days  oral 
ahcc also significantly extended survival time  when the investigators examined the 
mice’s kidneys 3 days post-infection, they found that the animals treated with ahcc 
had 1 percent of the amount of yeast as the control mice  

Wrap-up
we have shown that ahcc has proven itself to be a powerful force against many dif-
ferent infections  Because the results of one study found that combining ahcc with 
a flu vaccine improved the outcome, studies are now underway to determine the role 
ahcc may play as a preventive during flu season, which has the potential to be a big 
factor in helping people of all ages from the complications of flu  given these findings 
and ahcc’s great safety record (see chapter 8), it makes sense to consider ahcc 
supplementation to enhance your immune system  
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CHAPter 4
AHCC And CAnCer

The most aggressive and far-reaching studies involving the use of ahcc have been in 
the area of cancer  since the 1990s, ahcc has been used as complementary therapy 
in cancer patients who are undergoing conventional therapy as an immune system 
booster and in the process, a way to help improve their quality of life  Because ahcc 
was developed and registered in Japan, the vast majority of the studies have been con-
ducted there as well  By the end of the 1990s, ahcc was being used in about 700 
medical institutions, most of which were in Japan, and ahcc was already accepted 
and used there as a food supplement for cancer because individual cases and study 
results suggested it was highly beneficial  in fact, ahcc became known as the “health 
food for cancer ” 

The good news is that the anticancer benefits of ahcc are being noticed and explored 
outside Japan, with studies in the united states at institutions such as yale, drexel uni-
versity, and colorado state university, among others  although much research remains 
to be done regarding the potential of ahcc in the prevention and treatment of cancer, 
there is a promising body of literature already available, and we will review some of the 
work in this chapter  But first, let’s look at the different types of cancer treatment and 
how ahcc differs from and fits into this scenario  some of these studies discussed in 
this chapter have been published in journals; others have been presented at any of the 
international symposium of the ahcc research association gatherings and/or are 
case reports  

Traditional Cancer Treatments
The three main conventional treatments approaches for cancer are chemotherapy, ra-
diation therapy, and surgery  all of these treatments can have a positive effect on reduc-
ing cancer, yet they also have a dramatic, detrimental impact on the immune system 
and the body  a fourth, up-and-coming therapy is immunotherapy, which is the cat-
egory into which ahcc falls  more about that later in this chapter 

chemotherapy involves the use of drugs that are toxic to both cancer cells and to nor-
mal, healthy cells  This type of cell toxicity, called cytotoxicity, affects the cells when 
they are dividing, which cancer cells do excessively  however, because chemotherapy 
also impacts healthy cells, individuals who undergo chemotherapy also experience 
side effects related to the damage to these cells  The cells most affected are hair root, 
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blood, and gastrointestinal tract, because all of the cells also divide rapidly  This is why 
chemotherapy patients typically lose their hair, experience nausea and vomiting, and 
suffer with fatigue and increased susceptibility to infection due to damage to blood cell 
production  ahcc has a role to play here, as it can help alleviate symptoms associated 
with chemotherapy  (read about the effect of ahcc on patients undergoing chemo-
therapy in chapter 5 )  

radiation therapy involves the use of high-energy radiation in the form of x-rays, 
gamma rays, and charged particles to shrink tumors and kill cancer cells  radiation 
may be delivered via a machine outside the body (called external beam radiation) or 
from radioactive material implanted in the body (brachytherapy)  systemic radiation 
therapy uses radioactive substances that travel throughout the bloodstream to kill can-
cer cells  radiation therapy kills cancer cells by destroying their dna either directly or 
by creating free radicals within the cells that in turn damage the dna  unfortunately, 
radiation therapy also damages healthy cells, and in the process is responsible for a va-
riety of side effects that depend on the area of the body treated, the dose given per day, 
the total dose, and other factors  some of the side effects can include hair loss, urinary 
problems, skin irritation, fatigue, nausea, and vomiting  although some symptoms dis-
appear when treatment stops, others can continue or late side effects may develop after 
treatment has ended, such as damage to the bowels that result in bleeding and diarrhea, 
memory loss, infertility, and fibrosis 

in most cases, surgery for cancer involves removal of the tumor and some of the tissue 
that surrounds it  lymph nodes are also extracted in some cases  surgery is a major 
traumatic event and so has a negative impact on the immune system  side effects as-
sociated with surgery depend mostly on the size and location of the tumor and the type 
of surgery performed  

Cancer Stages and Categories
Cancer Stages 
staging refers to the severity of cancer 
based on the extent of the original (pri-
mary) tumor and whether it has spread 
(metastasized) in the body  clinicians 
depend on cancer staging to help them 
develop the most appropriate treatment 
for a patient, to help estimate a patient’s 
prognosis, and to determine whether 
patients are eligible for specific clinical 
trials  Because cancer staging utilizes standard terminology, it also allows healthcare 
providers and researchers to be “on the same page” in most cases when they exchange 
information and compare research findings  

That said, there are differences within the staging system for the different types of can-
cer  for example, the criteria to assign the label “stage ii” to a case of bladder cancer 

CC Image Courtesy of cbgrfx123 via Flicker
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differs somewhat from a designation of stage ii for a case of colon cancer  in addition, 
the prognosis for a given cancer stage depends on what kind of cancer is involved, so 
a stage ii lung cancer has a different prognosis from a stage ii cervical cancer  to help 
assign a cancer stage to a specific case of cancer, several elements are considered, in-
cluding the site of the primary tumor, tumor size, number of tumors, involvement of 
the lymph nodes (spread of the cancer into lymph nodes), cell type, tumor grade, and 
the presence or absence of metastasis  

here is a basic outline of the stages of cancer  

Stage 0: carcinoma in situ—the cancer cells are present only in the layer in 
which they developed

Stages I-III: The higher the number, the more extensive the disease--larger 
tumor sizes and/or spread of the cancer beyond the organ in which it first de-
veloped to nearby lymph nodes and/or organs near the primary tumor 

Stage IV: The cancer has metastasized (spread to other organs and/or parts 
of the body)

as you might expect, identifying cancer stages is more complex than this, and overall 
staging is further divided with classification such as iia and iiib  depending on the 
type of cancer, the difference in prognosis between a stage iiia and stage iiib may 
be very significant  Therefore, patients need to get a thorough explanation from their 
healthcare providers about the stage of cancer that pertains to them  another factor 
that goes along with staging is tumor grade  tumor grade is a system used to clas-
sify cancer cells in terms of how abnormal they appear under a microscope and how 
quickly the tumor is expected to grow and spread  The factors used to determine tumor 
grade is different for each type of cancer 

 Cancer Categories
cancer is also classified by category, a system that allows clinicians and researchers 
to use a uniform system when describing cancer and exchanging information  Those 
categories are:

In situ: abnormal cells are found only in the layer of cells in which they developed

Localized: cancer cells are present only in the organ in which they first appeared, 
with no evidence of spread

Regional: cancer has spread beyond the primary site to nearby lymph nodes or or-
gans and tissues

Distant: cancer has spread from the primary site to distant organs or distant lymph 
nodes

Unknown: There is not enough information to identify the stage of cancer
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Immunotherapy, BRMs, and AHCC
conventional medicine has recently added another cancer treatment modality to the 
mix: immunotherapy  immunotherapy is a nontoxic method of cancer treatment that 
utilizes certain parts of the immune system to fight cancer or to reduce the side effects 
that are associated with treatment  These goals can be accomplished by stimulating the 
body’s immune system to work harder or smarter, or by taking synthetic immune sys-
tem proteins or other components, known collectively as biological response modifiers 
(Brms)  although immunotherapy is sometimes used alone to treat cancer, in most 
cases it is combined with chemotherapy or radiation therapy to enhance its effects   

in conventional medicine, 
some antibodies, cytokines, 
vaccines, and other im-
mune system substances are 
synthesized in the lab to be 
used in cancer treatment  
These Brms change how 
the body’s immune defens-
es interact with cancer cells 
in an attempt to enhance or 
restore the body’s ability to 
fight the disease  

does this sound familiar? 
if so, then you probably al-
ready know that ahcc is a 
biological response modi-
fier  in fact, in Japan ahcc 
is widely considered to be 
the strongest known im-
mune system strengthening 
Brm, and it is often used 
alongside conventional 
cancer treatments  a goal 
is to have ahcc accepted 
by medical professionals 
around the world as a Brm 
for cancer patients  

when clinicians are able to halt the development of cancer using immunotherapy, a 
“truce” has been established between the cancer and the immune system  The cancer 
is dormant, and as long as the patient can maintain this state of truce, it is possible to 
postpone future treatment 

here are two examples of studies that explored the impact ahcc can have on the im-
mune system of cancer patients 
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example One: The study was conducted at the seoul internal medicine clinic, can-
cer diagnostic center by dr  Jang seok won and included 12 cancer patients: 4 with 
stomach cancer, 3 with colorectal cancer, 2 with lung cancer, and one each with breast 
cancer, ovarian cancer, or melanoma  won evaluated the effect of ahcc on a variety 
of components, including lymphocytes and natural killer cells, as well as various blood 
elements  all the patients received 3 to 6 grams of ahcc daily for three months in ad-
dition to their conventional treatment of radiotherapy or chemotherapy, and they were 
then followed up at three, six, and nine months 

overall, won noted the following:

•	 There was no significant change in white blood cells count, hemoglobin, and 
other blood factors that would indicate a worsening of immune function, even 
though the patients were undergoing radiation or chemotherapy  This finding 
suggests ahcc can be helpful in preventing depression of bone marrow from 
cancer treatment 

•	 There was a slight increase or no change in peripheral blood lymphocytes  This 
was a positive sign, as lymphocyte levels tend to decrease as cancer progresses 

•	 The percentage of natural killer cells, which are important for eliminating tu-
mor cells, increased by 21 percent after 3 months and was still at 20 percent six 
months after treatment 

overall, ahcc appeared to be a safe and effective Brm for these cancer patients and 
may be helpful in preventing bone marrow depression associated with chemotherapy  

Example Two: The effects of ahcc were examined in 11 patients who had advanced 
cancer: three patients each with prostate, breast, or ovarian cancer, and two who had 
multiple myeloma  all the patients were treated with conventional therapies  in addi-
tion, all were administered 3 grams daily of ahcc  after two weeks, the researchers 
observed a 2 5-fold increase in the level of natural killer cell activity in 9 of the 11 
patients, and the increased activity was maintained at a high level over time  They also 
observed a decline in Psa (prostate specific antigen) in the three prostate cancer pa-
tients  (Psa is an indicator of malignancy in prostate cancer ) two of the three breast 
cancer patients showed a significant decline in the level of ca125, which is an antigen 
and a marker for this type of cancer  The rapid decrease in ca125 occurred after taking 
ahcc for one month and continued to decline until it reached normal values 3 to 4 
months after treatment with ahcc  

The study’s authors, who published their findings in the international Journal of im-
munotherapy, also examined the impact of ahcc on tumor cell growth in two differ-
ent tumor cell lines: k562 (a leukemia cell line) and raji (a Burkett cell lymphoma)  
They found that ahcc suppressed the growth of both cell lines, with a higher concen-
tration of ahcc (1 mg/ml) providing the most effect when compared with a lower 
one  overall, 1 mg/ml concentration of ahcc resulted in a 21 percent reduction in 
the leukemia-like cell line and a 43 percent decline in the lymphoma cell line    
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although the study populations in the above two studies were small, their findings sug-
gest ahcc offers some potent anticancer activity and thus has a place in the treatment 
of patients who have cancer  

AHCC and Immune Surveillance
a healthy immune system performs a function called immune surveillance, in which 
it uncovers the presence of cancer cells and tumors throughout the body  This surveil-
lance function is critical because cancer cells have an ability to hide, thus avoiding 
detection by the immune system  restoring immune surveillance means that tumor 
cells can be “unmasked,” which then allows the immune system to once again detect 
and destroy them 

white blood cells and the interferon they release are necessary for the immune sys-
tem to “sniff out” and unmask cancer cells and tumors, and so researchers set out to 
determine how ahcc may be helpful in this effort  researchers at yale university 
and amino up chemical company explored the effect of ahcc on immune surveil-
lance by administering the supplement to test animals  ahcc significantly delayed 
the formation of melanoma and reduced tumor size  specifically, ahcc significantly 
increased levels of tumor-antigen-specific immune cells and their ability to produce 
gamma interferon, and also increased the numbers of natural killer cells  The authors 
of the study concluded that their results demonstrated that ahcc can enhance tumor 
immune surveillance through regulating both humoral and cell-mediated responses 

AHCC’s Other Anticancer Activities
while traditional cancer treatments destroy both cancerous and healthy cells, ahcc 
focuses solely on the latter  That is, rather than kill cancer cells directly, ahcc strength-
ens and stimulates the healthy immune cells—lymphocytes, natural killer cells, mac-
rophages, and other immune compounds--whose job is to attack and/or destroy cancer 
cells  ahcc also improves the body’s inherent immunity  all around, ahcc can be a 
powerful healing force for people who have cancer 

scores of research studies and individual case reports have illustrated the benefits asso-
ciated with ahcc in patients who have cancer  Because ahcc strengthens the func-
tion of the immune system, it can be appropriate for addressing cancer that affects 
any part of the body  a review of the available research shows that more than 100,000 
cancer patients with different types of cancer have been treated with ahcc  results 
indicate that the supplement has been effective in people who have breast, colon, kid-
ney, liver, lung, ovarian, pancreatic, stomach, testicular, and tongue cancers  it appears 
ahcc truly can have an impact on cancer cells wherever they are in the body 

overall, 60 percent of cancer patients have reportedly derived some benefit from the 
supplement  some individuals have had a reduction in tumor mass while in others the 
tumor stopped growing, the cancer stopped spreading to other parts of the body (me-
tastasis), survival time increased and, in most cases they experienced an improvement 
in their quality of life  for some patients, ahcc has reportedly been effective enough 
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to induce remission from their disease  

it is important to emphasize that ahcc is used in addition to conventional cancer 
treatment; that is, ahcc does not replace chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and/or 
surgery, or even other immunotherapies  doctors in Japan typically use ahcc along 
with mainstream cancer treatments, and it is gradually gaining acceptance in other 
countries throughout asia and the united states   

AHCC and Survival from Cancer
some studies have examined the effect of ahcc on cancer survival, including patients 
who are in advanced stages of the disease  for example, a total of 195 patients who were 
in the last stages of various cancers (e g , gastric, colon, liver, pancreatic, lung, breast, 
and ovarian) were given 6 grams of ahcc daily for six months  The patients also took 
other immune stimulants  The investigators monitored levels of various immune sys-
tem components during the study period, including natural killer cells and Th 1 cy-
tokine production (e g , interferon-gamma, interleukin-12)  The scientists observed a 
significant increase in natural killer cell activity and in the production of interferon-
gamma and interleukin-12, all of which support optimal immune system functioning 

dr  katsuaki uno, managing director of comfort hospital and the head of the study, 
reported that 114 people experienced a partial or complete recovery after starting 
ahcc treatment  forty percent (81 patients) experienced no change or had progres-
sion of their disease  

although researchers often cite the immune-stimulating properties of ahcc as the 
reason for their helping to prolong survival from cancer, ahcc’s anti-inflammatory 
and antistress properties have also been studied for this purpose  in the studies dis-
cussed in the following sections, you will see examples of how ahcc is associated with 
an improvement in quality of life and survival in cancer patients, including those with 
final stage or advanced disease  

AHCC and Cancer Studies
in addition to the results of other cancer studies we have already covered, there are sev-
eral others that have focused on one specific type of cancer and reported on the impact 
of ahcc in the treatment of these patients  Therefore the following cancer studies are 
examples of the types of research that has been done in cancer patients who included 
ahcc as part of their regimen for liver, gastrointestinal, and breast cancer  

Liver Cancer and AHCC
many of the cancer studies and case reports done so far have involved the use of ahcc 
in patients who have liver cancer  according to the world health organization, liver 
cancer is the fourth leading cause of death due to cancer (following behind lung, stom-
ach, and colorectal cancers) in the world  The american cancer society reported that 
an estimated 24,120 adults in the united states would be diagnosed with primary liver 
cancer in 2010, and that nearly 19,000 people would die of the disease  liver cancer is 
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the fifth most common cause of cancer death among men in the united states, and the 
ninth most common among women  

given these statistics, one would expect a poor five-year relative survival rate associ-
ated with liver cancer, and it is: at about 10 percent when all stages of liver cancer are 
considered (i e , localized, regional, and metastatic)  one reason for this low survival 
rate is that most patients who have liver cancer also have other liver problems such as 
cirrhosis (scarring of the liver), which can be fatal  in patients who have small, resect-
able tumors and who do not have other liver problems, however, five-year survival can 
be more than 50 percent  

generally, however, survival is poor, and this is why any improvement in survival as-
sociated with the use of ahcc in liver cancer patients is especially noteworthy  even 
though liver resection is the most effective treatment for liver cancer, many patients are 
diagnosed in the late stages of the disease, when surgery would not be effective  at that 
point, the most commonly used treatment option is chemotherapy  however, some 
clinicians are also turning to biological response modifiers, and that is where ahcc 
can enter the picture  two examples of ahcc’s impact on liver cancer patients and 
survival are illustrated here  

Example One: The Journal of hepatology published the results of a prospective study 
that covered a time span of nearly a decade, from february 1, 1992 to december 31, 
2001  a total of 269 patients who had hepatocellular carcinoma were evaluated in the 
study  hepatocellular carcinoma is the most common type of liver cancer, and it is usu-
ally caused by cirrhosis, which can be the result of alcohol abuse, certain autoimmune 
diseases of the liver, hepatitis B or c, excess iron in the body (hemochromatosis), or 
diseases that cause long-term inflammation of the liver  

all of the patients underwent resection of the liver tumor, which is a surgical procedure 
to remove the affected portion of the liver  ahcc supplementation was assigned to 113 
patients after surgery  The investigators noted a significantly higher overall survival 
rate (14%) among patients who took ahcc when compared with the control patients  
in addition, the recurrence of cancer was significantly lower (49%) among the ahcc 
patients compared with controls (67%)  

The mechanisms responsible for the benefits observed in the patients who took ahcc 
were not explored in this study  Therefore, while the authors note that ahcc intake 
improved liver function, reduced recurrence of liver cancer after resection, and pro-
longed five-year survival, further research is necessary to both confirm their findings 
and identify the reasons behind them 

example two: a subsequent study was conducted in Thailand and included 44 pa-
tients with advanced liver cancer and unresectable tumors  all of the patients ran-
domly were assigned to receive either ahcc (6 grams daily) or placebo until the end 
of their lives  

The investigators examined the patients’ clinical parameters monthly or as specified to 
determine quality of life and various blood, biochemical, and immunological param-
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eters, such as gamma interferon and interleukin-12 levels  magnetic resonance imag-
ing was performed on patients who survived longer than one year 

By week 6 of the study period, five (50%) of the patients in the placebo group had died, 
while all the patients in the ahcc group were alive  The follow-up period ranged 
from 6 weeks to 24 months in the ahcc group and from 2 weeks to 3 5 months in 
the control group  overall, the median survival time was 3 5 months in the ahcc-
treated patients and 1 5 months in the control patients  The investigators also noted 
that the percentage of lymphocytes did not decline as rapidly after ahcc treatment 
when compared with controls  This suggested that ahcc provided some immune sys-
tem benefits for these patients in their final months  Plasma levels of interleukin-12 
showed a slight increase in the ahcc treated patients, but it was not significant  The 
authors noted that their findings suggest ahcc helps to prolong the lives of patients 
who have advanced liver cancer  as in the previous study, the authors did not explore 
the mechanisms responsible for these benefits   

Gastrointestinal Cancers 
cancers of the gastrointestinal system include esophageal cancer, stomach cancer (also 
known as gastric cancer), colorectal cancer, and anal cancer  according to the national 
cancer institute, approximately 142,570 people were diagnosed with colorectal can-
cer in 2010 in the united states  estimates for other gastrointestinal cancers include 
21,000 people diagnosed with stomach cancer, 5,260 with anal cancer, and 16,640 with 
esophageal cancer  

dr  yusai kawaguchi of the kansai medical university department of surgery treated 
two groups of cancer patients with ahcc  one group included 132 individuals with 
stomach cancer who took ahcc following their surgeries  Patients who had stages 
i-iii cancer were given 3 grams daily of ahcc while those who had stage iV cancer 
took 6 grams per day  Patients who had stages ii-iV also were taking low-dose chemo-
therapy  

a second group consisted of 113 patients with colon cancer  individuals with stage i-ii 
cancer were given 3 grams of ahcc daily while those with stages iii-iV took 6 grams 
daily  low-dose chemotherapy was administered to patients with stages ii-iV  

when the investigators compared the five-year cumulative survival rates from their 
two study groups with those of other institutions where ahcc was not administered, 
they found that in patients with stomach cancer, survival rates were superior in patients 
with stage i to stage iiia cancers  (stage iii stomach cancer can be classified as iiia and 
iiiB, and stage iiia has a better prognosis than does stage iiiB cancer ) among colon 
cancer patients with stage ii and stage iiia cancer in the study, five-year cumulative 
survival rates were superior to those at other institutions where ahcc was not given  

kawaguchi and his team noted that overall, use of ahcc in patients with stomach can-
cer and colon cancer resulted in an improvement in cumulative survival rates in some 
stages of cancer  These findings suggest ahcc can be beneficial as a complementary 
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treatment for patients who have these types of cancer  

Other Cancers 
in addition to all the studies we have mentioned already, there are many other indi-
vidual case reports from different doctors and their experiences with patients who had 
pancreatic, brain, ovarian, lung, stomach, breast, and other cancers and whom they 
treated with ahcc along with conventional treatment  Virtually without exception, 
the patients treated by these doctors seemed to benefit in some way from their treat-
ment with ahcc, with an improvement in quality of life and/or pain relief being the 
most common advantages of taking ahcc  in some cases, patients reportedly defied 
their cancer and lived on for years after doctors had given up hope and beyond when 
conventional medicine said they would pass on 

it is important to remember, however, that ahcc is not a cure for cancer, and that its 
place is alongside conventional treatment for cancer, as a potent immunotherapy that 
may provide patients with a stronger immune system and a better quality of life 

Wrap-Up
ahcc is frequently administered to patients who have cancer to strengthen, enhance, 
and boost the immune system response, which often have the effect of improving 
quality of life and improving survival rates  There have been reports of patients with 
advanced cancer whose disease appeared to vanish after they began treatment with 
ahcc as a complement to conventional therapy  any definitive relationship between 
use of ahcc and the disappearance of cancer in any given patient has not been de-
termined  
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more than half of the people who are diagnosed with cancer undergo chemotherapy 
at some point  This means tens of millions of children and adults are treated each year 
with drugs designed to kill cancer cells, but these drugs also destroy healthy cells and 
as a result cause some significant side effects, as we noted in chapter 4  some cancer 
cells grow slowly while others grow rapidly, therefore clinicians need to select different 
chemotherapy drugs designed to target the specific growth patterns of a person’s cancer 
cells  whether the drugs taken are designed to attack cancer cells that grow slowly or 
rapidly, medication-related complications are often a result 

of the common side effects 
associated with chemother-
apy—nausea and vomiting, 
hair loss, fatigue, impaired 
liver function, loss of ap-
petite, and low levels of 
white blood cells, red blood 
cells, and platelets, one that 
has the potential to be very 
serious is neutropenia, or 
low white blood cell lev-
els  white blood cells fight 
infections, and if patients’ 
levels drop too low, they may need to stop chemotherapy for a while  This action not 
only places patients at an increased risk for serious infections that could be life-threat-
ening, but it also interrupts their cancer treatment 

impaired liver function also can be dangerous and infrequently can result in liver fail-
ure  low platelet levels (thrombocytopenia) could result in clotting problems (e g , easy 
or excessive bruising, excessive bleeding when cut, bloody nose or gums, blood in the 
urine), while low red blood cells levels often cause anemia, characterized by fatigue, 
dizziness, and shortness of breath 

given the great number of cancer patients who undergo chemotherapy each year and 
the disruptive and sometimes debilitating side effects it can cause, it is important that 
these individuals have effective options available to them to help alleviate and hope-
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fully eliminate these adverse effects and enhance their quality of life  ahcc supple-
mentation has demonstrated an ability to help chemotherapy patients improve their 
lives in some of the ways we discuss here 

Hair Loss
losing one’s hair because of chemotherapy is not a life-threatening side effect, but it 
can be very life-altering and emotionally devastating  Both men and women report 
that hair loss is one of the side effects they most fear after they are diagnosed with can-
cer  not everyone who undergoes chemotherapy loses their hair, because it depends on 
the type and dose of drug used  however, hair root cells grow rapidly, and if you have a 
rapidly growing cancer, chances are you can expect to lose hair, and not just from your 
scalp  chemotherapy can cause eyebrow, armpit, pubic, eyelash, and other body hair 
to fall out  

The good news is that in most cases, hair loss from chemotherapy is temporary: hair 
tends to regrow three to 10 months after treatment ends  The other good news is that 
ahcc may help reduce hair loss 

for example, scientists evaluated the effect of ahcc on hair loss caused by a single 
dose of the chemotherapy drug cytosine arabinoside (ara-c)  rats used in the study 
were administered either 500 mg/kg per day of ahcc for seven consecutive days plus 
a single dose of ara-c or a single dose of ara-c  results of the study, which were 
published in cancer epidemiology in 2009, showed that 5 of 7 rats treated with ara-
c alone had severe hair loss and 2 had moderate hair loss  four of the nine rats that 
received both ara-c and ahcc, however, experienced no hair loss, two had moderate 
and one had severe hair loss   

Nausea and Vomiting
according to the american cancer society, nausea and vomiting are among the most 
feared side effects of chemotherapy  even though these symptoms are not considered 
life-threatening, they can significantly disrupt the lives of those who experience them, 
making it very difficult or impossible for them to work, care for their children, and 
perform normal, everyday functions 

although the prevalence and severity of nausea and vomiting associated with che-
motherapy have been somewhat alleviated by the introduction of new drugs to treat 
these symptoms, these drugs are not for everyone  some patients do not want to take 
additional drugs along with their chemotherapy  in addition, anti-nausea drugs are 
not always effective and they also have side effects of their own, which can add to the 
discomfort cancer patients experience  nausea and vomiting can be so severe for some 
cancer patients that they choose to stop their chemotherapy 

clinical studies and case reports show that ahcc can improve patients’ quality of life 
regarding nausea and vomiting  in one small study, for example, dr  g h  ahn of ok-
cherm hospital in south korea prescribed ahcc for 8 months to 12 patients who had 
stage iii-iV cancer  over the treatment period dr  ahn noted any changes in nausea, 
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vomiting, and pain experienced by the patients and found an improvement in all three 
symptoms, which results in a better quality of life for these patients  

impaired liver and spleen function

in the same study that explored the effect of ahcc on hair loss in rats exposed to a 
chemotherapy drug, researchers also evaluated the impact of ahcc on modulating 
liver damage  to accomplish this, they administered a single dose of 6-mercaptopurine 
(6-mP) plus methotrexate (mtx), two antimetabolite, cancer-fighting drugs, to two 
groups of rats: one group received the drugs only, and a second group received ahcc 
for 28 days plus a single dose of 6-mP plus mtx   

The researchers then measured the levels of two liver enzymes that are used to deter-
mine the degree of liver function: sgot (serum glutamic aminotransferase, also called 
aspartate transaminase) and sgPt (serum pyruvate aminotransferase, also called ala-
nine aminotransferase)  The higher the levels of these enzymes, the greater the damage 
and destruction to liver tissue  The scientists found that rats given ahcc had normal 
levels of sgot and sgPt while the untreated rats had large increases in these enzyme 
levels 

in addition, the rats treated with ahcc along with 6-mP and mtx demonstrated sig-
nificantly increased body weight and levels of leukocytes and red blood cells  all these 
factors together indicated that ahcc significantly reduced the side effects associated 
with the chemotherapy drugs     

The spleen is an organ that people don’t hear much about, but it plays an important 
role in immune function  This fist-sized organ is part of the lymphatic system, contains 
white blood cells that fight infections, and destroys damaged and old cells  although it 
is true that people can live without a spleen, the body loses some of its ability to fight 
infections if the spleen is removed because of disease or damage 

a team of scientists investigated the impact of ahcc on the spleen after it was subject-
ed to chemotherapy  The researchers used the chemotherapy drug cyclophosphamide, 
which typically causes the spleen to shrink in size by 50 percent  in mouse models, the 
researchers noted that the spleens in mice given cyclophosphamide plus ahcc did not 
shrink as much as they did in mice not treated with ahcc  The ahcc-treated mice 
also had a lower rate of infection than mice not treated with ahcc 

Myelosuppression
chemotherapy can both destroy white blood cells as well as damage bone marrow 
function, a condition also known as myelosuppression  Bone marrow is the spongy tis-
sue, located inside some large bones, that houses stem cells  These stem cells transform 
themselves into white and red blood cells and platelets  when chemotherapy damages 
bone marrow, the production and levels of these critical immune system substances 
decline  The result is that patients become highly susceptible to infections, and they 
may also develop anemia, which exacerbates their lowered resistance  overall, myelo-
suppression is a very serious and life-threatening state 

ahcc and chemotheraPy
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several studies have shown that ahcc can have a positive effect on myelosuppres-
sion and improve the white blood cell levels in response to chemotherapy  in south 
korea, dr  g h  ahn of ok-cherm hospital administered 6 grams daily of ahcc to 
12 patients who had stage iii-iV cancer (two patients each had breast, ovarian, stom-
ach, lung, uterine, and lung cancers) and who were undergoing chemotherapy  over 
a period of seven months, levels of white blood cells rose from below 6,000 to nearly 
8,000 

in animal studies, scientists have observed a reduction in damage to bone marrow 
when ahcc was administered  in one such study, published in cancer epidemiology, 
two chemotherapy drugs (cyclophosphamide and 5-fluorouracil) were given to four 
groups of mice: one group each received one of the drugs, one group received ahcc 
plus cyclophosphamide, and one group received ahcc plus 5-fluorouracil  The red 
blood cell count remained close to normal in the two groups of mice that were treated 
with ahcc, but it declined in the two groups that received the chemotherapy drugs 
only  a study in rats given chemotherapy also demonstrated that oral intake of ahcc 
protected the animals against a loss of red blood cell production   

similar results were observed in another mouse study reported in ahcc: research 
and commentary that used four groups of mice  two groups were injected with che-
motherapy drugs (5-fluorouracil and cyclophosphamide, methotrexate and 6-mercap-
topurine) alone, and the other two received the drugs plus ahcc  mice that received 
ahcc had a normal weight and normal levels of red blood cells, while the mice not 
treated with ahcc expressed a decline in both of these factors  although the ahcc-
treated mice showed some decline in white blood cell counts, it was not as significant 
as the decline observed in the drug-only groups  

in a study published in the Journal of experimental Therapeutics & oncology, scien-
tists evaluated the impact of ahcc in groups of mice that were treated with a variety of 
chemotherapy regimens, including paclitaxel alone or some combination of paclitaxel, 
5-fluorouracil, cisplatin, irinotecan, doxorubicin, and/or cyclophosphamide  They 
found that the myelosuppressive effects of chemotherapy were generally alleviated in 
mice that also received ahcc, and that both liver and kidney toxicity related to che-
motherapy were significantly improved by ahcc  

The ability of ahcc to mitigate myelosuppression and to enhance immune cell ac-
tivity and function are critically important benefits for individuals who experience a 
decline in white blood cell levels as a result of chemotherapy, as well as a potential way 
to reduce the risks associated with this life-threatening complication  

Loss of Appetite
along with nausea and vomiting, chemotherapy can cause cancer patients to experi-
ence changes in taste  These factors often add up to a loss of appetite and poor nutri-
tional intake  Because cancer patients already have a compromised immune system, 
a poor or inadequate diet can result in weight loss, a breakdown in muscle, increased 
susceptibility to infection, and an overall poorer quality of life 
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ahcc has been used by thousands of cancer patients, and many report an improve-
ment in loss of appetite when taking the supplement while undergoing chemothera-
py  when their appetite is restored, patients are better able to maintain or regain lost 
weight, improve their nutritional intake, and support their immune system 

Is AHCC Safe to Use with Chemotherapy?
The answer is, with one caveat, yes  in fact, ahcc is reported to enhance and strength-
en the therapeutic effects of the anticancer agent cisplatin, and perhaps others as well  
The caveat relates to the results of a study conducted at The university of texas md 
anderson cancer center in houston and published in the Journal of the society for 
integrative oncology  researchers found that ahcc may be involved in a drug-drug 
interaction when used with chemotherapy agents that are metabolized via a specific 
pathway called cyP450 2d6  This includes drugs such as doxorubicin and ondanse-
tron  specifically, use of ahcc with these drugs reduces their effectiveness  The au-
thors concluded that “the overall data suggest that ahcc would be safe to administer 
with most other chemotherapy agents that are not metabolized via the cyP450 2d6 
pathway ”

Wrap-Up
The take-home message here is that ahcc has demonstrated the ability to improve 
the quality of life of patients who are plagued with side effects associated with chemo-
therapy  This is no small achievement, as people with cancer often feel like they are 
losing control of their health and their lives  making the functional food ahcc a part 
of their treatment plan can provide them with a safe, natural way to improve the quality 
of their lives while they battle cancer   

ahcc and chemotheraPy
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The ability of ahcc to have a positive impact on immune cells and immune response 
throughout the body opens the door for its use in treating many health challenges  
research into the numerous possibilities is ongoing, and thus far scientists have docu-
mented promising results, which we share with you in this chapter  

Diabetes
diabetes is a formidable opponent, and the statistics on the prevalence, future projec-
tions, and complications regarding type 2 diabetes are alarming  The latest available 
figures from the american diabetes association show that 23 6 million children and 
adults in the united states—nearly 8 percent of the population—have diabetes  an ad-
ditional 57 million have pre-diabetes, which means they are very likely to develop the 
full-blown disease within a few years  each year, 1 6 million new cases of diabetes are 
diagnosed in people aged 20 years and older  in 2010, the centers for disease control 
and Prevention forecast that as many as one in three people (33%) in the united states 
could have diabetes by 2050, more than triple the current number  

The complications associated with diabetes are often debilitating and deadly  adults 
with diabetes have heart disease death rates that are 2 to 4 times higher than adults 
without diabetes, and the same higher risk applies to stroke as well  diabetes is the 
leading cause of new cases of blindness among adults, and it is also the main cause of 
kidney failure  about 75 percent of adults with diabetes have blood pressure greater 
than or equal to 130/80 mmhg or take prescription medication for hypertension, and 
between 60 and 70 percent of people with diabetes have nervous system damage (neu-
ropathy)  

research indicates that both inflammation and oxidative stress (a state in which there 
is an excess amount of free radicals and/or an insufficient level of antioxidants to fight 
them) are involved in type 2 diabetes  in addition, inflammation appears to hinder the 
body’s ability to properly utilize insulin as well as contribute to the breakdown in the 
cells that produce insulin in the pancreas  ahcc has anti-inflammatory properties, 
and so scientists explored its use in animal models of diabetes 

in a study conducted at dokkyo university school of medicine, dr  koji wakame used 
rats with diabetes induced with the drug streptozotocin  one group of rats were pre-
treated with ahcc for one week before they were given streptozotocin while a second 
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group of rats did not receive ahcc  The untreated rats lost weight and their fur, in-
creased their intake of water, had markers associated with a stressed liver, and demon-
strated a decline in insulin levels accompanied by a rise in blood sugar levels—all signs 
of diabetes 

The ahcc-treated rats did not lose their fur, gained a slight amount of weight, had 
no increase in water intake, had normal liver markers, and maintained normal insulin 
and blood sugar levels  upon microscopic examination, wakame observed a decline 
in the number of insulin-producing cells in the pancreas in the untreated rats and 
only a slight decline in the ahcc-treated rats  wakame concluded that ahcc may 
have a significant effect in preventing the onset of diabetes by protecting the insulin-
producing cells 

in another study, presented at the 12th international symposium of the ahcc re-
search association in 2004, researchers at osaka university also used rats with diabetes 
induced by streptozotocin  They reported that ahcc suppressed the onset of diabetes 
and delayed the development of complications  

dr  m  iwamoto of nobuyama medical corporation conducted a study that involved 
13 diabetic patients  all the individuals took ahcc for more than six months and 
experienced significant declines in both average blood glucose levels and glycohemo-
globin  This latter factor is measured in a test called the glycohemoglobin a1c  The 
glycohemoglobin a1c level is important because, unlike a blood glucose level which is 
a “snap shot” of how well a person is controlling his or her diabetes, it provides clini-
cians with a reliable indication of how well the diabetes has been controlled over the 
last 2 to 3 months  

two patients from dr  iwamoto’s study can serve as examples of what is possible with 
ahcc in diabetes  he reported that when ahcc is taken by a patient who has a blood 
sugar level of 250 mg/dl (normal is 70 to 110) and a glycohemoglobin a1c level of 9 1 
percent, the blood sugar level can return to normal after six months’ treatment with 
ahcc, and the glycohemoglobin a1c can decline to 6 8 percent  in a patient whose 
glycohemoglobin a1c declined to 6 percent after taking ahcc for one month, the 
blood sugar level decreased to a normal value after two months of ahcc  in the latter 
patient, glycohemoglobin a1c levels remained normal and a problem with paralysis of 
the left leg associated with diabetic neuropathy improved  

Liver Diseases
in chapter 3 we noted that ahcc may help prevent liver damage in cancer patients 
who are receiving chemotherapy  other reports suggest ahcc may be helpful in treat-
ing serious liver diseases, such as acute liver failure and hepatitis  acute liver failure is 
an uncommon but serious condition that has a high mortality rate  “hepatitis” means 
inflammation of the liver, and it also refers to a group of viruses that affect the organ  
The most common types are hepatitis a, B, and c  according to the centers for disease 
control and Prevention, an estimated 4 4 million americans are living with chronic 
hepatitis, although most of them are not aware they are infected  approximately 80,000 
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new infections occur each year in the united states 

some studies of ahcc in liver disease have demonstrated promising results  for ex-
ample, a mouse study was conducted to identify the effect of ahcc on liver damage  
a group of mice were given ahcc in advance of being treated with carbon tetrachlo-
ride, which is known to cause liver damage and in animal studies has been shown 
to increase the risk of liver cancer  The scientists discovered that ahcc prevented a 
decline in the enzyme glutathione s-transferase (gst), which is involved in detoxifica-
tion  Therefore, ahcc was able to reduce the amount of liver damage associated with 
carbon tetrachloride  in addition, when the scientists studied liver cells from the mice 
under a microscope, they found that cell destruction had been prevented  overall, the 
researchers concluded that ahcc prevented damage to the liver associated with the 
oxidation caused by a toxin such as carbon tetrachloride  

acute liver failure, which includes both fulminant liver failure and subfulminant liver 
failure (or late-onset liver failure) is an uncommon condition in which the liver under-
goes rapid deterioration in a previously health individual  The condition usually affects 
young people and has a high mortality rate ranging from 60 to 80 percent  scientists 
explored the effect of ahcc in an animal model of acute liver failure  

in the experiment, which was conducted by Professor masatoshi yamazaki of teikyo 
university’s department of Pharmacy, two groups of mice were administered lipopoly-
saccharides (lPs) and galactosamine to induce acute liver failure: one group was pre-
treated with ahcc and the other group was not  Thirty percent (3 out of 10) mice that 
did not receive ahcc died within 24 hours of receiving lPs and galactosamine while 
none of the ahcc-treated mice died   Thus ahcc protected the mice against drug-
induced liver failure 

experts have also looked at possible benefits of ahcc in hepatitis patients  in some 
cases of hepatitis and liver cancer, there are reports of an improvement in the loss of 
platelets, a decrease or elimination of the viral load (the concentration of virus in the 
blood), and cessation of the deterioration of liver function  

an example of how ahcc may help patients with hepatitis can be seen in a case study 
of a thirty-two-year-old man who had chronic hepatitis B  after he began taking 3 
grams of ahcc daily, he experienced a decline in the hBe antigen value (which indi-
cates the amount of hepatitis B virus) and his hbe antibody value increased (the anti-
body that helps eliminate the hepatitis B virus)  although the patient’s platelet count 
decreased even after he started taking ahcc, it did not continue to decline  eventually, 
elimination of the hepatitis B virus was confirmed 

People who have hepatitis c also reportedly respond to ahcc  hepatitis c is a chronic 
viral infection that is characterized by elevated levels of liver enzymes, high viral loads, 
inflammation, and scarring of the liver  untreated hepatitis c can result in cirrhosis 
and liver cancer 

healthcare professionals, especially in asia, have reported on case studies in which 
3 to 6 grams of ahcc daily have successfully reduced liver enzyme levels and viral 

other chronic diseases
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loads in hepatitis c patients  There are reports that numerous patients have achieved 
a decline in viral load of more than 80 percent after taking ahcc for six months, and 
that some reach the normal viral load range after taking ahcc for seven to 12 months  
controlled studies are still needed to verify these findings  

Cardiovascular Disease
cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of death in the united states  according 
to the latest available figures from the american heart association, more than 81 mil-
lion people in the united states has some form of cardiovascular disease (e g , hyper-
tension, coronary heart disease, stroke, heart failure), and approximately 34 percent of 
all deaths are attributed to the disease 

ahcc possesses a few qualities that may help in the prevention of cardiovascular dis-
ease  one is via its anti-inflammatory properties, as scientists have identified inflam-
mation as playing a key role in cardiovascular disease  as we discussed in chapter 1, 
c-reaction protein (crP) levels are an indication of the amount of inflammation in the 
body, and blood levels of crP are a sign of increased risk of stroke, heart attack, and 
other cardiovascular conditions  ahcc has demonstrated an ability to reduce crP 
levels 

another way ahcc may benefit the cardiovascular system is through its ability to 
increase the production of nitric oxide  nitric oxide is a chemical produced in the in-
ner lining of the blood vessels (endothelium) when enzymes convert the amino acid 
arginine and oxygen through a series of steps 

nitric oxide is important to heart health because it relaxes the smooth muscle in blood 
vessels, which improves the flow of blood  it may also widen blood vessels and arter-
ies, which in turn can reduce the amount of pressure exerted onto the vessel walls by 
the blood  nitric oxide’s antioxidant properties can reduce the buildup of plaque in 
the arteries by lowering cholesterol and calming inflammation that causes plaque to 
accumulate  

one challenge presented by nitric oxide is that while high levels in the blood seem to 
reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease, there are few dietary or lifestyle factors that 
can impact nitric oxide production  ahcc may be able to address that challenge  

Other Conditions
given the many positive results ahcc has shown in the host of studies regarding 
enhancement of immune function, it appears there is evidence that ahcc may be 
beneficial in the treatment of many other ailments and diseases, although clinical stud-
ies specifically for this purpose have not yet been conducted 

•	 given ahcc’s anti-inflammatory properties, for example, it seems likely it could 
help individuals who suffer with arthritis  dr  mitsuaki iwamoto of the enzankai 
medical corporation reports that patients with rheumatoid arthritis who have 
taken ahcc continuously experience an improvement in their symptoms  This 
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may be the result of ahcc’s ability to stimulate the reduction in the levels of 
tnf-alpha and a substance called calprotectin, both of which have pro-inflam-
matory properties  calprotectin is found in large amounts in the synovial fluid 
around the joints in patients who have rheumatoid arthritis 

•	 in a mouse model of als (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis), a progressive disease 
that affects the muscles and eventually results in death, scientists tested the pos-
sible benefits of ahcc in treating this autoimmune disease  in mice with labo-
ratory-induced als, the administration of ahcc significantly enhanced grip 
strength and survival  This finding was presented at the 12th international sym-
posium of the ahcc research association   

•	 colitis is a type of inflammatory bowel disease characterized by inflammation of 
the colon  investigators in spain induced the disease using hapten in two groups 
of rats  in one group, however, the animals were pre-treated with ahcc  The rats 
pre-treated with ahcc showed significantly lower levels of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines compared with the untreated rats   

•	 according to anecdotal reports regarding patients with hiV, ahcc is reported 
to maintain t cell counts and even increase them in some cases  This is critically 
important in people who have hiV, which attacks t cells  dr  daniel rubin, a 
naturopathic physician board certified in naturopathic oncology, reportedly has 
prescribed ahcc for aids patients and confirmed an increase in B-lympho-
cytes and cd8+   

•	 reports regarding aids patients claim ahcc has increased t cell counts after 
just one month of treatment, accompanied by an increase in the activity of natu-
ral killer cells, which typically are weakened in people who have hiV  

•	 People suffering with glaucoma have noted a reduction in intraocular pressure

•	 ahcc has been associated with lowering blood pressure in people with hyper-
tension

•	 individuals with chronic fatigue syndrome have reported an improvement in fa-
tigue after taking ahcc  dr  dan kenner, Phd, lac, recommends 3 grams of 
ahcc daily for at least six weeks for treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome

Wrap-Up
despite more than two decades of research, the full scope of benefits people can reap 
from ahcc has hardly been realized  significant inroads into its impact on diabetes, 
cardiovascular disease, liver diseases, and other chronic illnesses have already been 
made  Because ahcc can impact the body’s immunity at a very basic level, the pos-
sibilities appear to be quite substantial   

other chronic diseases
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CHAPter 7
usIng AHCC

now that you have read about the research surrounding the use of ahcc and the vari-
ous beneficial effects it can have on the immune system, you are probably wondering 
how to use ahcc—how much to take and who can use it—as well as any side effects, 
its safety record, and if it can be taken with other medications  all these questions and 
more are covered in this chapter 

Taking AHCC
ahcc is manufactured by only one company, amino up chemical company, and is 
available as fine granules, soft granules in capsules and as a liquid  ahcc is meant to 
be taken orally only, never by injection  

if you are in good health and want to take ahcc as a preventive measure and/or to 
maintain your health, then 1 to 3 grams daily is suggested  This can be taken as two to 
six 500-mg capsules  if you are undergoing treatment for cancer (chemotherapy, radia-
tion therapy, surgery), then 3 to 6 grams daily is recommended while cancer treatment 
is ongoing  This dosage can be reduced to 3 grams daily once treatment has ended to 
help prevent recurrence of cancer  in either case, it is best to take ahcc in divided 
doses three times a day (e g , 1 to 2 grams three times daily)  

children can take ahcc as well, but you should reduce the dosage by up to 50 percent 
because of lower body weight  for elderly patients, the dose should be moderated to 
match their physical condition and introduced gradually since they may have a hyper-
sensitive digestive system  ahcc can be mixed with yogurt or honey to make it easier 
to take  

although ahcc has no reported side effects when taken in appropriate amounts or 
when taken with conventional medications or supplements, you should consult your 
healthcare provider before taking ahcc yourself or giving it to a child or other adult, 
especially if you or the other individuals are taking any prescription or over-the-coun-
ter medications or supplements  

Quality and Safety
ahcc is manufactured by only one company and under a strict, proprietary produc-
tion method and culturing system  The manufacturing methods prevent contamina-
tion from foreign microorganisms and facilitate a stable culturing environment for the 
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entire process  to help ensure culture conditions (e g , temperature, stirring, etc ) are 
always properly controlled, computer monitoring is utilized  

generally, health foods derived from mushrooms are natural products, which means 
the components may differ depending on the producer and how the products are man-
ufactured  when ahcc is produced, however, the chemical constituents and the qual-
ity are consistently maintained through attention to every detail of the manufacturing 
process and the latest technology   

since the first days when ahcc was developed in 
1983, safety studies have been conducted according 
to standards equivalent to the good manufacturing 
Practices (gmPs), standards for clinical research 
protocols on the safety of medicines  gmP provides 
standards for toxicity tests in animal testing  along 
with general toxicity tests, standards for special tox-
icity tests, such as reproduction/generation tests, 
carcinogenesis tests, and others have also been de-
veloped  despite the use of doses in excess of those 
estimated to be fatal in animals, ahcc has not dem-
onstrated any toxicity  

in 1994, the ahcc research association was estab-
lished  This association consists of professionals from 
medical institutions and universities who are work-
ing to prove ahcc’s medical reliability  Thus far, 
volumes of reports on basic research and studies re-
lated to clinical and safety issues have been produced  
dozens of studies have been published in journals, 
while scores of case reports have been documented  
although much work remains to be done, the results 
thus far have been very promising, and thousands of 
patients have benefitted from taking ahcc   

Taking AHCC with Other Medications
research has shown, including evaluations done at the university of texas md ander-
son cancer center in houston that ahcc can be taken along with most conventional 
medications without initiating any drug-supplement interactions  This includes che-
motherapy drugs and supportive therapies, such as antidepressants and anti-nausea 
medications, as well as insulin and over-the-counter drugs, but with one minor excep-
tion  ahcc can induce an enzyme called cyP450 2d6, which is involved in certain 
metabolic processes  if ahcc is taken with drugs such as doxorubicin or ondansetron, 
which are substrates of this enzyme, it may decrease the activity of these drugs  There-
fore, consult your physician before using ahcc if you are using any medications, both 
prescription and over-the-counter, as well as any supplements  
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Natural Ways to Enhance Your Immune System
although ahcc is proving itself to be an excellent way to enhance and strengthen the 
immune system, it is unreasonable to expect that taking ahcc is all you need to do 
to protect yourself against illness and disease  numerous lifestyle habits and other fac-
tors are also essential for achieving and maintaining an optimally functioning immune 
system  Those factors include the following:

•	 Regular exercise. studies show that participating in regular, moderate exercise, 
like 30 minutes of brisk walking or bicycling 4 to 5 times a week, boosts the im-
mune system by raising the level of infection-fighting leukocytes  inactivity can 
weaken the immune system indirectly by contributing to obesity, poor sleep, and 
other problems that can increase your risk of disease 

•	 Maintaining a healthy weight. Being overweight or obese increases your risk 
of developing heart disease, cancer, diabetes, and other serious conditions  an ex-
cessive number of fat cells can trigger the release of pro-inflammatory chemicals 
that can result in chronic inflammation that leads to tissue damage and disease  
animal studies have shown that being overweight or obese causes a reduction in 
the number of antibodies the body produces after receiving vaccinations  

•	 Manage stress. short-term stress may actually help your immune system oper-
ate better because in response to stress, the body produces cortisol, the “fight or 
flight” hormone that helps resolve the stressful situation  chronic stress, however, 
can be damaging to the immune system, as the steady release of stress hormones 
cortisol and adrenaline suppresses the system’s ability to ward off infections and 
disease  epidemiological research into health psychology suggests there is a high 
risk of cancer in people who experience high levels of emotional stress  to help 
manage stress, choose management techniques that work best for you, be it ex-
ercise, meditation, aromatherapy, psychological counseling, yoga, dancing, deep 
breathing, laughter, or visualization, among others  all of these methods have 
been studied to varying degrees regarding their ability to help individuals reduce 
and manage stress 

•	 Follow a nutritious diet. a diet that focuses on antioxidant-rich foods such 
as fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains, and legumes supports the immune 
system  antioxidants neutralize the cell-damaging molecules called free radicals, 
which can cause and contribute to cancer and other diseases  other immune-
supporting foods include fresh garlic, turmeric, and mushrooms  a nutritious 
diet also means minimizing or avoiding sugars and unhealthy fats, such as satu-
rated and trans fats  for example, consuming 75 to 100 grams of a sugar solution 
daily, which is equal to two 12-ounce soft drinks, can suppress the body’s abil-
ity to respond to immune system challenges  table sugar, fructose, glucose, and 
honey can all cause white blood cells to lose 50 percent of their ability to digest 
bacteria  

•	 Stay socially connected. Building and maintaining strong relationships and 

using ahcc
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social networks is critical for both physical and emotional health  studies show 
that people who feel they have a good social network have a stronger immune 
system than people who feel alone  

•	 Get adequate sleep. fatigue feeds illness: when you have not been getting 
enough sleep, you are more likely to develop an infection  insomnia can cause a 
rise in cortisol levels, which in turn can lead to inflammation  adults should get 
7 to 8 hours of sleep per night for good health 

•	 Avoid environmental toxins  This can be a tough one, given the many ways 
people are exposed to chemicals and pollutants in air, water, food, soil, and every-
day consumer products  a good start: avoid food additives, use natural cleaning 
products in your home and on the job, use natural pest control products in your 
garden, avoid secondhand smoke, use filtered water, buy organic foods when 
possible, avoid dry cleaning, and wash your hands with soap and water often  
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CHAPter 8
q & A

Q: Is AHCC only for people who are sick, or can someone who is generally healthy take it 
to boost their immune system?

A: ahcc’s potent antioxidant properties may provide the immune system boost so 
many people need in today’s high-powered, overly stressed world  for individuals who 
are generally in good health and who want to support and maintain their immune 
system, 1 to 3 grams of ahcc per day is typically sufficient and recommended as an 
“insurance policy” against unexpected and unwelcome bacteria, viruses, environmen-
tal toxins, and other assaults to the immune system  

Q: Can AHCC be used instead of conventional cancer treatments? 

A: ahcc is not a cure for cancer, and therefore anyone who has cancer should take 
advantage of the many conventional treatment options for cancer  however, ahcc 
is suggested as a complementary treatment for anyone who is preparing to undergo 
conventional cancer treatment, as well as patients who are currently in treatment and 
for those who have completed treatment  ahcc can offer immune system enhancing 
benefits to individuals in each of these circumstances  

Q: If AHCC is made from mushrooms, why can’t I just eat mushrooms and get the same 
benefits? 

A: although whole mushrooms do possess many beneficial nutrients, ahcc is the 
product of special processing and culturing of selected mushrooms to produce a func-
tional food that has a unique constituent called acetylated alpha-glucan  alpha-glucan 
has a low molecular weight that makes it easy for the body to digest and absorb  These 
unique components also have a powerful immune-stimulating action not found in or-
dinary mushrooms, nor in other mushroom products   
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Q: Does immunity (cell-mediated immunity) improve in everyone who takes AHCC? 

A: although the studies conducted thus far have shown that use of ahcc can result in 
an improvement in immunity for many patients and for healthy individuals as well, not 
everyone responds in the same way or to the same degree  Therefore, there is no guar-
antee ahcc will strengthen your immune system  The immune system is a complex 
network, and a compromised immune system is especially so  strengthening and sup-
porting one’s immune system defenses is a job that requires many helpers, and ahcc 
is just one of them, albeit a potent one  

Q: Besides AHCC, are there other natural immune system boosters?

A: although there are many other nutritional and herbal supplements that are used 
to boost the immune system, ahcc has probably undergone more intensive research 
than all of them  however, others to consider include astragalus, echinacea, flavonoids 
(plant compounds such as quercetin and catechins [found in green tea]), garlic, gold-
enseal, maitake (a chinese mushroom), probiotics (beneficial bacteria), reishi (another 
chinese mushroom), vitamins c, d, and e, and zinc  Before taking these and any other 
supplements, consult a knowledgeable healthcare professional   

Q: Can AHCC be used in companion animals, such as dogs and cats? 

A: for many people, dogs and cats are considered members of the family, and when 
these animals develop serious health conditions such as cancer, some individuals turn 
to veterinary specialists who can offer them a variety of treatment options to improve 
their pet’s quality of life and to treat symptoms  numerous reports of the use of ahcc 
in dogs and cats have been recorded  assistant professor masato kuwahara of nihon 
university’s department of Veterinary radiation research and a colleague evaluated 
the use of ahcc and shark cartilage on breast cancer tumors in dogs  This combina-
tion was used because ahcc is an immune system stimulator, and shark cartilage is an 
angiogenesis inhibitor (prevents the formation of new blood vessels that feed tumors, 
thus starving them)  a total of 62 dogs that had breast cancer were given these two 
supplements twice daily for more than 60 days  The combination had an antitumor ef-
fect in 29 dogs and improved quality of life in 45  Progression of the tumor was stopped 
in 24 dogs  

in addition to this study, there are other reports of individual cases in which veterinar-
ians have used either ahcc plus shark cartilage or ahcc alone in dogs with breast 
and other cancers  There are also reports that ahcc is effective against age-related 
diseases, such as cataracts 
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suggested doses for animals are as follows:

•	 large dogs: 2 to 3 grams daily

•	 medium-sized dogs: 1 to 2 grams daily

•	 small dogs: 0 5 to 1 gram daily

•	 cats: 0 5 to 1 gram daily

Q: Where can I get more information about AHCC? 

A: The ahcc research association has a website (http://www ahccresearch com/ ) 
that provides information about the functional food, including research articles, pre-
sented studies, and general information about ahcc  
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Acetylating: adding an acetyl group to a molecule  an acetyl group is composed of 
several organic compounds, including the neurotransmitter acetylcholine, acetyl-
coa, acetylcysteine, acetaminophen, and aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid)  in the case 
of ahcc, the acetyl group is added to glucan  

Antibody: a protein on the surface of B cells that is released into the bloodstream or 
lymph in response to stimulation by an antigen, such as a bacterium or virus, and 
that then neutralizes the antigen   

Antigen: any substance that is capable of initiating a specific immune response, typi-
cally the production of an antibody  antigens can be bacteria, viruses, fungi, tox-
ins, or other substance that is foreign to the body 

Antioxidants: molecules that interact with free radicals and stop the chain reaction 
of damage these radicals can cause  commonly known antioxidants include vi-
tamins a, c, d, and e, beta-carotene, the minerals selenium and zinc, and many 
phytonutrients such as catechins and carotenoids 

Apoptosis: a normal part of the life cycle of the cell in which the cell is programmed 
to die or “commit suicide ” when treating cancer, one goal is to use an approach or 
substance that induces apoptosis of cancer cells so they die rather than continue 
to reproduce excessively 

Biological response modifiers (BRMs): substances that stimulate or restore the 
ability of the immune system to fight infections and improve its functioning  They 
may be found in small amounts in the body and can be made synthetically as well  
ahcc is a biological response modifier  

Brachytherapy: also known as seed implantation, brachytherapy is a type of radia-
tion therapy in which radioactive “seeds” are placed inside the cancerous tissue in 
a way that allows them to attack the cancer cells 

Cell-mediated immunity: sometimes referred to as Th1 immunity, it activates t 
cells, such as natural killer cells and macrophages, that attack and destroy anti-
gens   

Chemotherapy: cancer treatment that involves the use of drugs designed to stop 
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the growth and reproduction of cancer cells by destroying them  in the process, 
chemotherapy also kills healthy cells  There are dozens of different chemotherapy 
drugs, with specific drugs prescribed for specific types of cancer  a few of the com-
monly used chemotherapy drugs include cisplatin, cyclophosphamide, doxorubi-
cin, 5-fluorouracil, methotrexate, paclitaxel, and 6-mercaptopurine 

C-reactive protein (CRP): a protein that is produced by the liver, found in the 
bloodstream, and whose level rises with increasing inflammation in the body  
ahcc’s anti-inflammatory properties can be measured by monitoring its effect 
on crP  

Cytokines: chemical messengers that are secreted by immune cells that signal the 
type of response to antigens by the immune system  some of the many different 
cytokines include interferons, interleukins, and tumor necrosis factor, among oth-
ers  

Cytotoxicity: The ability to produce a toxic (destructive or killing) effect on cells  

Free radicals: atoms or groups of atoms that have an unpaired number of electrons 
in their outer shell, and which are formed when oxygen interacts with them  free 
radicals are highly reactive and can initiate a chain reaction of cell and tissue dam-
age, including damage to dna and cell membranes that can result in symptoms, 
disease, aging, and death  

Humoral immunity: also referred to as Th2 immunity, this immune response uses 
antibodies produced in the B cells to identify antigens that trigger an immune 
response 

Immune response: how the body recognizes and defends itself against the inva-
sion of bacteria, viruses, fungi, and other substances that appear to be foreign and 
harmful to the body

Immunomodulator: a substance—natural or synthetic--that has the ability to 
change, suppress, or strengthen the immune system 

Immunosenescence: The gradual decline in the integrity of the immune system that 
occurs as a result of aging  age-related immunodeficiency makes individuals more 
susceptible to infectious conditions, including serious diseases  

Interleukins: a type of cytokines that are mainly produced by and act on white blood 
cells (leukocytes) to signal the type of action required by the immune system 

Leptin: a hormone that has anti-inflammatory properties, and that also is involved in 
fat metabolism and appetite regulation  

Macrophages: a type of white blood cells that “gobble up” and digest cellular debris 
and disease-causing organisms 

Myelosuppression: a condition in which the bone marrow activity is decreased, 
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which results in a reduction in the production of red blood cells, white blood cells, 
and platelets  myelosuppression is a side effect of chemotherapy and radiation 
therapy  

Neutropenia: a blood disorder in which there is an abnormally low number of a 
critical type of white blood cell called a neutrophil  neutrophils are a primary 
defense against infections because they destroy bacteria in the blood  individuals 
who have neutropenia are at increased risk of contracting a bacterial infection  

Oxidation: The aging and deterioration of cells due to an increase in the activity of 
oxygen in the body 

Oxidative stress: a situation in which the body is unable to control damage to cells, 
tissues, and organs caused by free radical activity because there is an inadequate 
amount of antioxidants available  to counteract oxidative stress, the body pro-
duces antioxidants, and its ability to produce those antioxidants is controlled by 
genetic makeup and influenced by environmental factors, including diet, lifestyle 
habits, and other factors 

Phagocytosis: a cellular process by which cell membranes “eat” (phago) cells (kytos)  
in the immune system, phagocytosis is a major mechanism used to remove patho-
gens and cell waste, such as bacteria, dead tissue cells, and mineral particles  

Polysaccharides: complex carbohydrates, including starches, cellulose, and glyco-
gen, that are stored in the liver and metabolized (broken down) into blood sugar 
and released into the bloodstream as needed  The polysaccharides that make up 
the main ingredients of ahcc include beta-glucan and acetylated alpha-glucan 

SOD: The abbreviation for superoxide dismutase, which is an enzyme and powerful 
antioxidant that is involved in detoxifying activities  sod removes excessive active 
oxygen from the body and neutralizes the effects of oxidative stress  

Tumor necrosis factor: a cytokine that is involved in the inflammatory process and 
which is capable of attacking and destroying cancer cells 

Viral load: a way to measure the severity of a viral infection by counting the amount 
of virus in the blood or other bodily fluids  




